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ABSI'RACT
Wang. Andrew Shenq-Yen. Ph.D., Purdue University, August 1964. The
Estimation of Software Size and Effort: An Approach Based on the Evolution of
Software Metrics. Major Professor: Dr. Hubert E. Dunsmore.
Estimat.ing the amount of efIort required for software development is
probably the most important and difficult aspect of any software project.
Most current etIort estimation models include project size as one of the most
important parameters. Using current estimation techniques, early size esti-
mation is of comparable di.1Iiculty to early effort estimation. In this thesis an
early size estimation approach based on the early estimation of data-
structure metrics is presented. This approach is derived from the assump-
tion that programs can be constructed in a structured way such that most
data structures can be developed during program design. The feasibility of
this approach was demonstrated by a program construction experiment
involving small but non-trivial programming tasks. Size estimates using our
approach were as good as or significantly better than subjective estimates
made by experimental subjects.
Another issue addressed in this thesis is the evolution of software
metrics during program development. We studied metric evolution to develop
a clearer understanding about the development process. Several distinctive
patlerns of metric evolution were observed and identified in our research.
These patterns of metric evolution were found to binge significantly upon the
xiv
development strategy employed in the construction process. In addition. the
evolution behavior of certain metrics were modeled in our study using simple
functions of development time. An. effort prediction method based on this
modeling of metric evolution is also presented in this thesis. The feasibility of
this method was demonstrate'd by our program construction experiment in
which the effort estimates generated using this method were significantly
better than the subjective estimates made by the experimental subjects.
This research has shown that software metrics can be measured at the




The urgent need for more effective software project management is obvi-
ous loday. In many respects managing software development is no different
from managing comparable projects in any other technology [WEIN70.
THAYB4]. They all require superior management skills: the abilities to plan,
orgamze, coordinate. direct. and control. The difIerence between software
development and other types of undertaking is simply the final product of the
activities.
30ftware has many unique characteristics. To name a few:
.. The technical and structural decisions embedded in software are almost
invisible until its completion [HOARB4].
.. Software development is a complex hUIIlan endeavor which is poorly
underslood by its practitioners [WEIN70, Chapter 5].
.. There is no industry-wide standard for software components.
Software is seldom "completed" and will often cbange [BR0075, Chapter
11: DELA79: GOME81].
~ There is alwa}'s a great demand for software customization (tailoring to
individual users and their specific requirements).
2These and other aspects of software account for many of leday's software
managerial and technical problems [THAYB4]. As a result. cost overruns,
schedule delays, poor reliability, or complete project failure are typical for
many software projects undertaken today [DEMAS1].
In a recent survey investigating the major issues in software project
management. project planning 1 bas been identi.fi.ed as one of the most critical
problems faced by software managers [TRAYS1]. Successful project planning
relies on a re~onably-accurate assessment of the amount of effort required
for completing the project. Unless a project bas its key milestones clearly
defined and realistic estimates of the time and cost it will require to achieve
them. there is no easy way for a project manager to tell whether the project
is under control As a consequence, estimating the aIIlount of effort required
for software development is one of the most iInportant and yet most difficult
aspects of any software project [DEMA82]. The escalating cost of software.
the increasing difficulty in managing software development. and the
accelerating demand for computer usage in recent years have made the need
for sound effort estimators more acute than ever before.
Previous Work on Effort Estimation. Previous work in this area of
research can be characterized by the large number of effort estimation
models proposed in recent years [MORAS 1]. These include the Doty model
[DaTI??], the Walston and Felix model [WALS7?]. the Putnam SLIM model
[PUTN78J. th~ RCA PRICE S model [FREI?9]. and most recently. the CO COMO
model [BOEHB1]. In these models. software development effort is suggested
to be functionally-related to product attributes (e.g .. size and complexity of
1. 7hc 't.crm project pla.nn.i.ng as used here is the process of developing an accurate cost and
schedule anclys:s.
3the software), personnel attributes (e.g., capability and experience of the pro-
grammers). hardware attributes (e.g.. execution time and storage con-
straints), and process-oriented attributes (e.g .. schedule constraints and the
degree of use of software tools).
Most proposed models were developed through the analysis of project
development data collected after the project was completed. That is. these
models are actually a,fteT-the-fact analytical models primarily used to identify
factors that have significantly influenced the development efIort of a complet-
ed. project. Those factors that were found signifLcantly-related to develop-
ment eflort were usually identified as model para:rnetsrs and the model was
properly calibrated using historical data. Thus. according to each model, the
development effort of a completed project can be explained based on the
parameters defined in that model.
Size Estimation - an Essential. Step for Effort Estimation. When an
effort estimation model is to be used for prediction purposes at an early
stage of an ongoing project. it is necessary to determine the values of all
model parameters in order to compute an early effort estimate based on the
model. According to Boehm [BOEH81. p. 523]. most current etIort models
rely on factors that can be determined quite well at early stages of project
developmeni.. except the factor of project size. The early estimation of pro-
ject size has been suggested to be extremely difficult. As stated in Boehm's
book [BOEHBl. p.31B]:
"There is no substitute for a detailed understanding of each softwrrre
com.ponent to ensure accurate software sizing."
4Unfortunat.ely. virtually all effort models proposed so far use project size
as one of the most dominant parameters [MOHA81, BOEH84]. In studies by
Y; ol·...erlon and Boehm [W01V74, BOER8!]. project size accounted for about 50
percent of the variation in project effort. In the meta~modelproposed by Bai-
ley and Dasili [BAlLSt], determining the relationship between size and effort
is the first step in the construction of a new etlort model to be used in a par-
tieular environment. Thus. even though project size is not the only factor
that determines project effort, its early estimation is definitely the most im-
;Jortant and difficult aspect of early effort estimation. For this reason,
s:oftware size estiTnation bas been recognized as one of the important issues
in etrort estimation research [EOEH84]. As a result, one focus of our research
was centered on this issue. We attempted to develop techniques for estiInat-
ing prograrn2 size at an early3 stage in the development process.
In industry, software construction consists of a design phase. followed by
the coding and testing of the various parts of the software (what some people
CQll implementation), followed by the integration of the major software com-
ponents into the finished product. Our research was conducted in a Universi-
ty setting where small one-person software development projects are the
norm. For these projects. integration is usually unnecessary and design and
implementation are the dominant activities available for study and analysis.
We want to be very clear that our research and the results and observations
we will present are concerned predominantly with the software development
?rocess for such small projects. When we talk later about early estimation of
,~, m:his :h..:sis, ..he tWO t.erms "':lr01P'am" and "software" are used intercilangeably.
3, The ;:;pecL"1c ea.Tty stage con~idered in our :nudy is the end of ilie design :nage. Conse·
,,"!'~:1~ly, in :he rem.aind~r of this thesis. an early measurement. is a measurement taken P..:
:..''It: end of ~e design stage; an ea-Tly estimation is an eStimation made at the end of the
des:.t:;:l. ne.,Je.
5size and efiort. this ·'early" point is always after some substantial (if not all)
design work has already been done. Furthermore. the size and effort figures
we are con,;erned with estirn.ating do nol include the efIecls of an integration
pha!ie. Therefore our results apply predominantly to this "micro-model" view
rather than the "macro-model" view of most models (like the Doty. Walston
and Feli.::. SlJM. COCOMO. and others mentioned earlier). We recognize that
generalizing our work to the industrial setting where design and integration
are significant parts of the activity will require further study. nowever, as we
suggest laler. we believe that an understanding of one part of the software life
cycie will help us as we attempt to extend our knowledge to the other com-
ponents as well.
Focus of the Research I: Indirect Size Estimation. Tbe size estimation
approach undertaken in this research is what we call an indirect approach.
First we conjecture that program size can be approximated as a function of
some measurable quantities contained in the program. Secondly we assume
that a program can be developed in such a way that these quantities can be
measured early. Then it is clear that the early estimation of size can be ob-
lained indirectly by measuring and combining these quantities at an early
stage. Details of this approach along with the results of empirical investiga-
tions are described in Chapters 2 and 4 of this thesis.
FC'cus of the Research U: Evolution of Software Metrics. Another issue
addressed in this thesis is the evolution of software metrics during program
developmenl. We consider a software metric to be a measurement or a quan·
titative characterization of a certain feature of a program. The features fre-
quently characterized by software metrics include size. control structures,
6and data structures. Familiar software melrics which characterize these pro-
gram features are "lines of code'· [JONE78, DUNSB4a] and Halstead's program
length [EALS77] for size, McCabe's "cyclomatic number" v(G) [MCCA76] for
control structures, and Ealstead's ·'unique operand count" 712 [H..l\.LS77] for
data structures. These metries (and others like them) have suggested quanti-
LaLive guidelines for assessing the complexity, cost. and reliability of complel-
ed software.
The "evolution of a software metric" concerns how the value of the
metric changes with development time from zero to its final value throughout
the entire development process. Suppose that the values of a certain metric
can be measured periodically during the development process. When succes-
sive metric values are plotted against the corresponding elapsed development
time. we have an "evolution plot" that characterizes the evolution of that
metric over time. For example. Figure 1.1 contains the evolution plot of pro-
gram size in lines of code (LOC)4 measured during one actual development
process in one of our experiments. The horizontal axis corresponds to the
development time in hours;5 the vertical axis corresponds to the program
size in LOC.6 The total development time for this program was about 24 hours
and the tinal program size was 344 LaC excluding comments. Six measure-
ments were taken in this case. This figure shows that for this program. size
increased approximately linearly with development time.
4. I..\'1 this ::':'lcsis. (the number of) lines of code is ahbreviated as LaC and is defined as the
llUll".ot:r of :otal i.e:x~ line:~ e:;,:c1uding comment lines and blaruc lines.
5. l"ote -:....'tat ;n Figure 1.1 and i., si.-nilar figures in this thesis, "star." and "tinisn" reter ~o tile
negi:ming a."lG O2!ld of :he deveiopment process for B small-scale one-person projec:. '!'here-
ior02, "!)::V-ii.O~m::N:' 7i:l.lE" ::,epresems deveiopme:u efIor. and "stan" corresponds to tile
s:e::-: 0:' :":1.C d~s:~:1. stage (o:' ule end 0: the speci.'ication stage).
6. ::nz.ou!.'!noui. ~s t:tesis, tile notetion 5 aiways stands for ar;tu.u.L program size in 1..0C. T:.'le
















start DEVELOPMENT TIME finish
E = 4.5 6.3 10.0 13.5 16.5 21.3 23.8 hours
~% = 19% 26% 42% 57% 69% 89% 100%
S = 73 60 126 182 230 309 344 LOC
S% = 21% 23% 37% 53% 67% 90% 100%
Figure 1.1
Evolution of Size
BOne reason why it is difficult to control or predict the software develop-
ment process is that this process has never been thoroughly understood.
Rather. it has traditionally been regarded as an art rather than a scientific
(Le.. systematic, replicable) endeavor [HOARB4]. Many aspects of the
development process need to be further explored before a complete under-
standing can be obtained. It is our belief that the more we understand the
development process, the more we will be able to control it.
In this research we made use of the evolution of software metries to
develop a clearer understanding about lhe development process. Because a
metric evolution plot is a graphical representation of the development pro-
cess, it may reveal some iInportant aspects of the development process. For
instance, if a metric that typically follows somea"smooth" curve is observed
not to be following its typical curve form, this may be a signal that the
development process needs some attention. Several distinctive patterns of
metric evolution have been observed and identified in this study. These
results are presented in Chapter 5.
In addition to the observation of metric evolution, we are also interested
in modeling the evolution behavior of software metrics using simple functions
of development time. An effort prediction model based on this modeling of
metric evolution was also proposed. The basic ideas of the metric evolution
study are presented in Chapter 3. The results of empirical investigation on
metric evolution can be found in Chapters 5 and 6.
Empirical Studies of the Programming Process. Programming is a com-
plex human endeavor. No study of the programming process can be complete
-.;itbout empirical investigation. A natural way to validate a proposed model
9of the programming process is to consider actual development statistics from
l.arge-scale software projects.? Large-scale projects, however. will generally be
affected by other confounding factors B which are difficult to control. Anyone
of the uncontrolled factors can mask the effects of the factors under study.
In addition. one serious problem faced by effort estiInation researchers today
is the lack of record-keeping mechanisms for collecting on-going develop-
meot statistics during the project. The seriousness of this problem bas been
emphasized by DeMarco in his book [DEMAB2. p. 6], Typically, as a project is
in progress, the desire to get the project done as soon as possible and the
goal to produce a product as high-quality as possible are of paramount impor-
tance. By comparison, record-keeping seems to be a low-emphasis task which
may even be ignored. Thus, due to the common stress on quick economic re-
turn during software development, many crucial on-going development statis-
tics are lost during a project. As a result. most studies on effort estimation
models [MOHAB1, BOEHB2, THEBB3] rely on final development statistics as op-
posed to on-going development statistics.
Another appealing method to validate proposed models of the program-
ming process is to conduct controlled experiments involving non-trivial pro-
gramming tasks. Our approach has been to conduct controlled experiments
involving programming tasks as large as possible with student programmer
subjects as experienced as possible. It should be realized that in academia
economic and time constraints severely restrict the magnitude of such ex-
periments.
7. T:,aL is, ?roJecLs t.'J.a....a.ke mon..hs or years, instead of hours or days to complete.
5. These fll.c:ors inciude communication overhead, p::'ogra.mrring e:!lvi:ronment, projec:
c:t<l:"a.cl.e::,isl.ics, etc.
10
It. is important to recognize the benefits and limitations of empirical stu-
dies conducted in academia. On the negative side. generalizations from such
studies should be quite limited. Because of some artificial controls. results
derived under "laboratory" conditions may not be directly applicable to situa-
tions in the ;'real" world. However. on the positive side, rigorous controls al-
low researchers to investigate thoroughly the effects of experimentally-
manipulated factors and identify possible cause-and-effecl relationships
among them and the relative importance of each. Thus. as in other scientific
disciplines. the results obtained from well-controlled experiments can be
used to gain a better understanding of the isolated factor being tested. In ad-
dition. the insights obtained from these studies can form a firm basis for
studying large-scale projects involving additional factors. Therefore we con-
tend that an academic empirical study is an essential step before further in-
dustrial empirical studies.
Over the past several years several controlled experiments have been
conducted [SHEPBD. WOODBD] that have collected empirical data dUring the
programming process. One common characteristic shared by these experi-
ments is that only small programs requiring no more than five hours of com-
pletion time were involved. To move one step forward in our research we con-
ducted two program consLruction experiments -which involved programs with
sizes on Lhe order of five hundred Lines of code. The total time for completing
OIle program was as long as sixty hours over a two-week period. The first ex·
periment. which will be discussed in Chapter 2 and referred to as SUMMER-82.
was an exploratory study. After the results of this experiment were analyzed.
we speCUlated that some of the experimental results were confounded by
some uncontrolled experimental conditions. As a result. the second
11
e::-:pe!'iment. which will be discussed in Chapters 3 to 6 and referred to as
sm,fMER-83. was conducted as an improvement of the first experiment. Our
hope was that SUMMER-83 would also confirm some of the findings discovered
in tlle first experiment.
Outline of the Thesis. This thesis is divided into seven chapters. Table
1.1 surrunarizes the research issues addressed along with their corresponding
chapters. As pointed out earlier. the size estimation study conducted in this
research is covered in Chapters 2 and 4. The basic ideas of the metric evolu-
tion study are explained in Chapter 3. The results of the observation and
modeling of metric evolution are contained in Chapter 5. The results of early
etTon estimation based on the evolution of metrics are reported in Chapter 6.
Finally. a summary and conclusion is provided in Chapter 7. along with a
number of suggestions for future work.
Table 1.1
Outline of the Thesis
IResearch issue chapters
I Indirect size estimation 2 and 4
\ Evolution of software metrics 3. 5. and 6
,
IEmpirical study of the programming process
i (SUMMER-82) 2
,
I Empirical study of the programming process
i (SUMMER-B3) 3. 4. 5. and 6
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CHAPTER 2
PRETJMTNARY STUDY OF SIZE E::mMATION
As discussed in Chapter 1, the basic idea of indirect earlyl size estiIna-
lion is simply to approximate size as a function of some other prograIIl
~haracteristic that can be delermined early in the development process.
Different researchers have suggested a number of prograIIl characteristics
thaL may be used for this purpose. In this chapler. we begin by briefly review-
ing several such approaches. We then discuss a pilot experiment conducted
at Purdue University in the summer of 1982 and conclude with what we have
lear!led from this study and bow it bas inftuenced our later work.
2.1 Pre"gians Work on Size Estimation
Halstead's Length Equation. Halstead [HALS77] proposed a formula to
estimate program size from program vocabulary. The measure for program
size is the software science2 program length. N, which is the count oi total
occurrences of operators and operands contained in a program. As defined in
software science [HALS77]. there are four basic metrics whicb can be meas-
ured in a program:
1. A.. r-'.entioned in Chap,e, 1. the port"!! estimation considered in ":.i:ti.s stucly is "the eS"tima"tion
a:. tne (~d 0: :he design st.age.
2. HaisteoJ:; i'amiiy of met:ics m-e generally denoted as "software science" me"t.""ics.
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T] 1;; number of unique operators.
1]2;; number of unique operands.
N 1 = total occurrences of operators. and
N 2 ;; total occurrences of operands.
Operands indude variables. constants. and character strings. An operator is
anything that acts upon the operands.3 Program vocabulary 1J includes 7] 1 and
772; i.e .. ry ;; 771 + 'rJ2' Program length N is defined as the tolal number of
occurrences of all operators and operands:
(2.1)
A previous study [SMITBO] showed that S (the program size in LOC)4 was very
highly correlated with N for a set of 643 PL/S modules and another set of 994
assembly language modules. The correlation coefficients between S and N
were .952 and .995 for the two. respectively. It was also found that one line of
assembly language code consisted of an average of 4.7 operators and
operands. For PL/S code. this average was 5.1. This suggests that N is con-
vertible to S via the relationship S =N / c where the constant c is approxi-
mately 5.1 for PL/S and 4.7 for assembly language.
Halstead conjectured that N is a function of 711 and 7}2 alone and could be
estimated even before N I and N 2 were available. The formula he proposed for
estimating :V based on vocabulary is the following:
1. :"eu:ilcd COUllt:!l1g :-u.ies for operands and""ope:-utors L, ?ascal ?rog,a:ns cen "::e :ound ::1
L3t::I:C62j. •
4. :"1. :1.i3 s:udy :"'OC was defined as ::1.e :otal !Iumoe, oi source st<:.Leme!ltS and dec~a:-et.ions
exc!udi:l.g '~om:::e!lts.
Estima.ted length == N = 711 log2 Til + 712 log27)2
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(2.2)
Equation (2.2) will be referred to as "Halstead's length equation". This rela-
tionship between program size and vocabulary cannot be justified on purely
theoretical grounds. In fact. it is easy to construct a pathological program to
make ;V a poor predictor of N. But, a substantial amount of empirical evi-
deuce supporting the validity of this relationship bas been collected for a
:lumber of languages over the past several years [SHEN83]. The metric JV has
been observed to be an acceptable estiInator of N when applied to a wide
range of programs [CHRIS!]. In one study of 1637 PL/S and assembly
language modules from nine commercial products over a wide range of appli-
calions. the relative error between N and Nwas less than 6 percent. although
this error was much larger for some individual modules [SMITBO). These
observations suggest that program size measured in N can be approximated
as a function of unique operators and unique operands.
The ltakura and Takayanagi Size Model. A size estimation model based
on input/output data elements bas been suggested by Itakura and Takayanagi
[ITAKB2]. According to this model. program size may be predicted using the
following formula:
S 105 + 8 Xl + 1.3 X 2 + 8 Xs + 3.3 X4 + 131 Xfl
x,
+ 2:: (4.6 X
a1 + X7j + 80 Xai + 61 XOi ) + K lo
L=I
where
S the number of source lines of code.
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X I == the number of input files,
X2 = the number of input items.
X;j = the number of output files.
x4 ;;; the number of output items,
X::; = the number of reports,
x6{::: the number of horizontal items in report it
X'l the number of vertical items in report i,
Xa, = the number of calculating processes in report i,
Xgi = the existence of sorting in report i, and
X 10 is a complicated function of X~ and X 61 "
All model coefficients were determined by experts who had written similar
._'!-iJgraJIls before. Thus. using this model, as soon as the values of model
parameters can be determined or can be estimated reasonably-well. a size
estimate can be derived.
This model was validated using 36 small-lo-medium-sized business Cobol
programs developed within a single data processing organization. The model
7;lramet.e!" values were determined at the end of the design stage based on
:"he specification documents and design documents. ]0 their analysis. the
:-elative error between the sum of the actual sizes of these programs and the
""urn of the :.::stimaLed size$ derived at the end of the design stage was 7
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percent. They concluded that this model gave reasonablr-good results for
this set of programs [lTA.K82].
Albrecht's Function Paints. A measure called "function points" has been
prof)osed by Albrecht [ALBR83] as the basis for predicting software size. The
number of "function points" is a weighted sum of the number of "inputs",
"output~,", "master tiles", and "inquires" to be used or provided by the
softwarE::. Albrecht uses the following weights to determine "function points":
F ;:: (number of inputs) x 4 + (number 0/ outputs) x 5
+ (number of inquires) x 4 + (number of 7Ttaster files) x 10
where F is the number of "funclion points". The weighting scheme used was
determined "through debate and trial". One major reason for using function
points as a measure is that the number of function points can be estimated
early in Lhe development cycle from basic requirement specifications or
detailed design documents.
In an analysis of 18 Cobol and 4 PL/1 business application programs, the
metric function points was found to be highly correlated to source lines of
code; the correlation coetIicients were .854 and .997 respectively. It was con-
cluded that estimating the number of "function points" at an early stage of
the development process is a potentially-promising approach to early
software size estimation [ALBR83].
SUIiliIlary. The process of predicting program size based on program
vocabulary (unique operators and operands) or input/output data elements
hf!.s been moderately successful (Halstead, ltakura). Albrecht has proposed
the app!'"oach of predicting program size indirectly from requirement
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specifications or design documents. However, little evidence has been shown
to demonstrate the feaSLbility of this approach.
2.2 Proposed Approach to Size Estimation
Halstead's length equation has been shown to work reasonably-well for
programs written in several languages within different organizations. 5 In addi-
tion. several software analyzers that compute software science melrics are
available to us.6 Therefore we chose to use Halstead's length equation as a
starting point for our size estimation study. Given the assumption that pro-
gram size measured in N can be apprOXimated as a function of unique opera-
tors and unique operands. the next step is to investigate if these two com·
ponents of N can be predicted early.
-'::3I'ly Estimation or Unique Operators (771). In a large program, it is very
i~:..:~!.:; ti.lQ.t almost all of the predefined operators or keywords in the language
."ire included. Thus. the value of 711 in a large program should be a constant
plus the number of procedure calls. function references. and direct transfer
(Le., GOTO) statements. In languages such as Pascal and PL/S. where the use
of direct transfers are discouraged. 71 1 should be nearly constant for large
programs. In one analysis of 490 PL/S modules, 71 1 had a mean value of 46
with a standard deviation of 16 [FITSBOc]. For most of the Pascal programs
analyzed in our study. the mean value of 711 is 67 with a standard deviation of
9. As 1l. consequence. for programs written in languages such as Pascal and
PL/ S where the use of direct transfers are discouraged. 71 1 can be
~ :-rote ~hat ~..aXura's and Albrecht's approaches we:!'e vaiidated :..Ising ?:,edominancy Cocoi
:·,·.,,S:'CT.1: CO'1s:,::-·..!c~e':l.wi..run E:. singie data processing orga..'lization.
.;. .:\l ='u..-r;\\le Jnive:-s1ty we nove software counti.'"l.g toojs that c()~p'J.te software science
::.~::'.:;: ..!:lU "tne:!' rr.etrics suei'! as mes of code and v(G) !or tile ~anguages :or:.::-an. ?asce.~.
C ;~oj, 2...'1d C.
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aoproximaled by a pre-determined constant. In other words. the size of a
large program can be predicted solely based on 1)2' If this is true, the early
estimation of p!'ogram size can be narrowed down to the early estimation of
~2·
Early Estimation of Unique Operands (?'J2)' The metric 772. as defined in
software science, is the number of unique operands contained in a program.
In a high-leYel language, most of the operands are the actual variables used in
the program. We conjecture that programs can be constructed in such a way
that 112 can be estimated early in the development process. One way to
accomplish this is through what we call the "top-down data-structure-first"
development strategy. Using this strategy, the program design process
includes the following three activities: (l) identifying the underlying structure
and major components of the program. (2) specifying procedural and data
connections among the components. and (3) establishing a detailed layout of
data representations and developing basic algorithms to manipulate them.
From these activities. a high percentage of data structures and variables can
be developed by the end of the design stage. Mter the design stage the
number of new data structures and variables introduced is likely to be pro-
portionally very small.
We conjectured that using this "top-down 9-ata-structure-first" strategy.
the 712 value at the end of the design stage would be approximately 80%7 of the
final value. If this asswnption were true. the final 'T/2 value could be estimated
by the earLy 'T/2 value8 times 1.25.9 For example. suppose that the early 712
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value is 164. In this case the final TJ2 value would be estimated to be 205
(= 164 x 1.25).
The feasibility of the early estimation of unique operands bas been sug-
gp.stell by some researchers. For example, as noted by Fitsos [FITSBOa,
FITS90b]:
"Opera.nds in a high level language represent the actual variables used in
the program. The variables would include inputs. outputs. control
blocks, communication areas, work areas, tables and the like. These
would be E!.J:?ected to be l.:nown at a detailed design level."
"Programmers with whom we have discussed this concept feeL that it
would be simpler and more natural to estimaie 112 than to attempt to es-
timate lines-of·code."
and Cbristensen [CHRIS!]:
"Most program design activity creates a detailed layout of data elements
that must be processed. Detailed data layouts can be used to estimate
program size."
However, we concluded that experimentation was necessary to confirm this
intuition. Thus. an empirical study designed to accomplish this was con-
dueled. The experimental procedures and major findings of lhis work will be
repor~ed in the remaining sections of this chapter.
2.3 Groundwork for Empirical Study (SUMMER-62)
Pa-"'ticipants. The participants in this experiment were 21 computer sci-
ence graduate students enrolled in a course concerning software metrics dur-
ing the summer of 19B2 at Purdue University (thus the name "SUMMER-B2").
All subj.;lcts were Computer Science majors who bad previously taken several
;Jrogramming courses.
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Task. The subjects were randomly assigned to write one of four Pascal
programs selected to be of nearly-equal difficulty. The four programs used in
this experiment were chosen from programming assignments from some
advanced undergraduate programming courses. These programs were short
enough so that each of them could be finished within the time constraint (two
to three weeks). On the other hand, they were long enough so that the exper-
imental results would be meaningful. The size of each program was expected
to be about five hundred lines-oi-code excluding comments. The subjects
were given two to three weeks to complete their programs. The characteris-
tics of these programs are brie.tl.y described below:
(A) Huffman coding:
Encodes and then decodes a file containing English prose using
Huffman code and Huffman's algorithm as described in [HORO??). This
program was assigned to six subjects selected randomly.
(B) Calculator:
Takes standard arithmetic expressions. translates them to postfix.
and evaluates their value. This program was assigned to five subjects
selected randomly.
(C) LISP interpreter:
An interpreter written in Pascal for a small subset of LlSP. This pro-
gram was assigned to five subjects selected randomly.
(D) Translator:
A translator for a simple database language (DBL) which translates a
DBL program into a Pascal program. This progr-am was assigned to five
subjects selected randomly.
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Development P:-ocess. It was important for the subjects in this experi-
ment not only to construct programs, but also to follow the prescribed exper~
imental procedures in developing their programs. They were asked to do
their best to follow these even if the procedures were nol their favorite "pro-
gramming style", The program development process in tbis experiment was
considered as a three-stage procedure:
(1) Specification stage.
During this stage, the subjects were supposed to read the program
specifications carefully until they bad a fairly good idea wbat was
requirec! of their programs.
(2) Design stage.
During this stage, the subjects were asked to design their programs
using the "top-down data-structure-tlrst" strategy as described in the
previous section. That is, in this stage, they should identify the basic
structure and major components of their programs, determine the pro-
cedural and data interconnections among the components, develop glo-
bal as well as local variables and data structures, and sketch basic algo-
rithms to manipulate them. At the end of this stage, the subjects were
required to turn in a program version which was free of syntax errors
and w~ich included all program design completed using the "top-down
data-structure-first" strategy. Such a program version was referred to
as a "syntax error-free" version.
(3) lmplementation stage.
During thi~ stage, the subjects were to develop the detailed code for
their pro~rams and to make the necessary alterations so that their
22
programs would work using ofIicial sets of test. data.
Data Collection. Since we were interested in how much tiIne each sub-
icct spent constructing the program. we asked them to keep an accurate
record of the total time they expended in each stage, starting from the end of
the specification stage.
In order to collect ea:rly 7lz values. syntax error-free versions were sub-
mitted by our subjects at the end of the design stage. 10 Because these early
versions were retained and were machine-readable. early 7Jz values could be
oierived from Lhem. Furthermore, in order to investigate how accurately the
subjects themselves could estimate the size of their programs during pro-
gram development. they were asked to WTite down their own estiInates of the
final program size (in LOC) at the end of the design stage. These estimates
will be referred to later as "direct size estimates" since they carne "directly"
frcm the programmers themselves.
Su.m.mary Statistic::!. All program versions submitted were analyzed
...Ising our Pascal program analyzer described in [BURCB2}. The summary
statistics of the four important measures used in our study for the 21 pro-
grams11 completed in SUMMER-El2 are given in Table 2.1. .Appendix H contains
the detailed data. The four important measures include development effort
in hours (E), program size in lines of code (5). unique variable count (VAH), 12
:md unique operand count (7]2)·
1'). Due ~_o:he ::-equiremen:. of our metric counting tools. syntax e::-,Q;!"-free versions were re-
~'J::,:.::i.
11. ~'!memce::' that thelle 21 programs were written from four distinc't specifications.
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2.4 Evaluation.. of the Proposed Approach
In this sedion and in later chapters of this thesis. the performance of an
estimation (i.e .. the result of an estimator) will be evaluated in terms of its
abili.ty to predict actual values. To accomplish this we will utilize both graphi-
cal analysis and several measures designed to refiect the extent to which
actual and predicted values are related. The measures described below were
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fOll:L1d the most appropriate for our study. 13 While no single measure can com-
pl.eteiy characterize the performance of an estiInation. the combination of
these measures should provide a concise summary of an estimation's perfor-
mance from a number of perspectives. A brief description of each such
measure follows.
2.4.1 Evaluation Measures
Graphical Analysis. Since the performance of an estimation will be
judged according to its goodness-oi-fit with the available data, the most direct
way of accomplishing this involves a scatter plot on which the predicted data
is plotted against the actual data. For example. Figure 2.1 on page 31 (which
will be discussed later) shows the predicted sizes in LOC of 21 programs plol-
led against their actual sizes. Since the maximum values of the two axes are
the same, if any of the predicted values are good approximations of the actual
values, the corresponding points on the plot should be in the vicinity of the
lower-left to upper-right diagonal (it will henceforth be referred to as the "4511
diagonal"). Points above this line indicate overestimation; 14 points below this
line imply underestimation. Therefore a scatter plot such as Figure 2.1 can
be used to quickly visualize the goodness-of-fit between the predicted and the
13. i-: ::i:"lould be noted that correlation coefficient wa9 not used ~ our study. T"ncre were tWO
!"ee.sons for tms. First 01 all. we were interested in comparing tile predicted value9 to the BC·
tual values. not just the amount 01 tinoa;r association betwee::l tilem. Secondly, most 01 our
dat.a had a close-to-normW distribution with an empty portion coward the lowe::- end. That is.
wnen tile vulucs 01 tWO variables were plotted against eac!:! OUle!", the scatte!" piot looked liKe
a ··Shol-gun blast". The correlation coefIicient between LWO sets oi da:La with such a distribu-
,ion l',a~ usue.:ly toO small to have signiti.canL meaning lOT comparison purposes. T"nis poin.
\"ill bE discussed again in Chapte::- 4 using the data shown in Sec:ion 4.4.
14. T..'l.e late!' discussion will taTh about. ~e overestimation tile.:. ~s shown in ?igure 2.1.
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actual data. nowever, the interpretation of a scatter plot is often too subjec-
live to be of much value.
A:veI'"age Relative Error (RE). The average relative error is defined as
(2.3)
where Y;; and Y;; are the ith actual and predicted values respectively from a
collection of n such pairs of values. Since individual errors 15 of opposite sign
tend to cancel one another. RE can be very small if there are large overesti-
mations balanced by equally-large underestimations. However. in other cir-
cumstances, it can indicate anomalies of an estimation. For example. a large
;>osilive/negative value of RE implies that the actual values are consistently
under/overestimated by the given estimation method. We suggest that the
RE of a good estimation should be small (e.g .. -.15 ~ RE s+.15).




where Yi and Yi are as discussed above. Thus, for n data points, MRE is ~he
average absolute relative error between the predicted and actual values.
Therefore, Lhe lower the value of MRE, the better the estimation. Since
Ii). Tnat is, ':.3e er!"ors represented DY 10::- i = 1,2.3, .... n.
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errors of opposite sign do not cancel one another. this criterion should ade-
quately represent the aVE!Tage performance of an estimation method. We
consider that a low MRE (e.g .. MRE ~ .25) should correspond to a salisfac·
tory estimation performance.
Prediction at Level L (PRED(L}). The third measure is what we call
"prediction at level L" and is designated as PRED(L) [DUNSB4b]. It is the
percentage of data points for which MRE 5.£ 16 for a certain level of error L.
Therefore the value of this measure can range from 0 to 100%. For example,
assume that in a set of 60 data points there are 50 of them for which MRE 5.
.20. Then this measure will be PRED(.20) ::;: 83% (since ~~ ~ .83). For a given
level L. the higher the percentage. the better the estimation. We consider
that an estimation performance with PRED(.25) greater than or equal to 75%
should be reasonably-accurate. This 1s because for such a performance at
least 75% of the predicted values fall within a small error range (25%) of the
actuals. A standard similar to this was used by Boehm in evaluating the per-
formance of an effort estimation model (see. for example. [BOEH81, p. 32]).
MIll=.: Profile. While PRED(L} refiects the goodness of an estimation per-
formance at a specific level of precision. we sometimes want to evaluate the
goodness-of-fit at SE:verallevels of accuracy in order to have a more complete
picture of an estimation's performance. The MRE profile is designed for this
purpose [THEBB3]. It considers PRED(L}. or the percentage of points for
which IvlRE ~ L. for several values of L (say. for example. L = .10, .20..30.....
.90). A more detailed explanation. along with graphical presentation of MRE
profiles. will be given below.
16. i~o..e ..ha.. MREis -..he same as MRE, defined LTJ. equlI...ion (2.4) for some i.
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2.4.2 Comparison Criteria
In addition to evaluating the performance of a single estimation method,
we will also compare one model's performance with another to see which one
produces more accurate estimates. ]n comparing the performances of two
models, the comparison of a single numeric summary such as lJRE or
PRED(.25) is definitely nol sutIicient, since each of them only characterizes
one aspect of the estimation performance. Therefore we need some measure
that takes into account the overall nature of the data. The following guide-
lines are intended to accomplish this.
Comparing Scatter Plots. The most direct way of comparing two estima-
tion performances is to consider their scatter plols. Drastically-difierent
scatter plots can give us a quick idea about how the two estimation perfor-
mances differ from each other. For example. the two scatter plots shown in
Figure 2.1 on page 31 and Figure 2.2 on page 33 certainly look different: this
difference "rUI be explained later. Most estimates shown in the first plot
over-predicted the actual values whereas under-prediction occurred most of
the time for the second plot. However. this is just an informal analysis. and
the interpretation may often be too subjective to be useful.
Comparing lrIRE Profiles. A more formal way of comparing two estima-
tion performances is to compare their MRE profiles. If PRED(L) of one esti-
mation is always (or for the most part) higher than that of the other estima·
Lion at any level of L. it is reasonable to conclude that this estimation is supe-
rior. For instance. Figure 6.9 on page 134 contains the MRE for two sets of
estin~aLes; the meanings of these estimates will be explained in Chapter 6.
Vertical a::es correspond to the percentage of estimates for wbich the
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IdRE ~ L. Eorizontal axes correspond to the error bound, L. As one example
consider the paints in boxes. While the "solid-line" estimates were within 20%
of the actuals more than 40% of the time. the "dotted-line" estimates were
wilhin 20~ of the actuals less than 10% of the time. It should be clear that the
closer the lJRE profile is to the upper left-hand corner, the better the esti-
mation performance. Thus, in Figure 6.9 we conclude that the "solid-line"
estimates are much better than the "dotted-line" estimates.
Compnring JfRE Values: Paired T-test on MRE. Another way of compar-
mg lwu estimation performances is to compare their lJRE values. As argued
oefore, we cannot just compare the mean JJ.RE values of the two estimations.
For instance. if the mean ItlRE value of one method is just slightly less than
that of the second. we cannot conclude that the first method is better than
the second one since we need to consider the overall distribution of the MRE
values. A formal way of determining whether the difference between the
mean MRE values of two estimations is statistically significant is the use of
the correlated t-test or paired t-test [NIE75] described below:
Suppose Yi represents the i-th actual value of n numbers. Let Yi l and Yi 2
designate the two difIerent estimates for the same actual value Yi using
method-l and method-2 respectively. Furthermore. let Uil be the MRE of Yi l
and
u,,
IY.-Y. I. " (2.5)
u· :;;
"
I Y,-Y; I, "
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(2.6)
Using the paired t-test. we can decide if the means of the U~1'S and U"2'5
(designated as VI and U2 respectively) are really different at a given level of
significance. In other words. our null hypothesis will be
(2.7)
and the alternathre hypothesis will be
(2.8)
Thus. if the t-test result shows that the null hypotbesis H o can be rejected at
a specific level of significance Ct, this will imply tba~ U 1 is significantly
different from U2 at that a-level. If. on the other band. the null hypothesis
cannot be rejected at tbat a-level. then we cannot conclude that the first esti-
maticn method is significantly different from the second one.
In the follo'?ing section of this chapter and in later chapters in this
thesis. the comparison of different estimation methods will be made on the
basis of fJRE profiles as well as the paired t-tests on mean MREvalues.
2.4.3 Evaluation of Direct Early Size Estimation (SUMJJER-82)
As explained in Section 2.3, the direct size estimates made by the
3UMMER-82 subjects themselves were collected at each milestone during the
J€"'lclopment process in this experiment. The direct size estimates we
evaluat2d ~~'ere those collected at the end of the design stage.
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As mentioned before, the most direct way of examining the performance
of an estimation is to look at its scatter plot. The scatter plot for the direct
size estimates is shown in Figure 2.1. The horizontal axis represents the
actual size (in LO~) and the vertical axis corresponds to the predicted size.
Figure 2.1 shows a scalter plot in which most points are located in the
central-to-the-left part of the plol. This means that the typical predicted
value was greater than the corresponding actual value. In addition. the "vert-
ical spread" of all the points is larger than the "horizontal spread". which
implies that the range of the predicted values was larger than that of the
actual values. Since most points in the figure are located above the 451:1 diag-
onal. IJverestimation occurred more often than underestimation and the
amount of overestimation was large. This is confirmed by the large negative
value of RE (-,70).
Thus. in Figure 2.1. we see that the direct size estimates made by the
subjects consistently overestimated the actual size by 70% on average. This
striking result was partially due to the fact that there was little control on
how carefully subjects made their estimates (this will be further explained in
the next section). Since the accuracy of the estimates was not critical to
them and the estimation process was not well controlled. it was not surprising
to tInd out that their estimates were very poor.
2.4.4 Evaluation of Indirect Early Size Estimation (SUMMER-82)
As described before. our proposed approach to indirect early size esti-
mation requires the eaTty estimation of 111 and 112- Since the mean 11 1 value
fal' the twenty-one programs constructed in this experiment was 64, this con-
5t.ant was used to approximate -1']1 for each program. In addition. as proposed
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in Section 2.2. under the "top-down data-structure-first" strategy the early
E::stimation of 1)2 could be obtained by multiplying the early '"fJ2 value at the
end of the design by 1.25. Thus. the program size in .N was then estimated
using Ealslead's length equation with 771 approximated by the constant 64 and
772 estimated as described above.
Plotting the estimated size (in against the actual size (N) yields the
scatter plot shown in Figure 2.2. Most points are located far below the 45D
diagonal, meaning that most estimates under-predicted the actual values by
quite a large margin. This is refiecled by the large positive value of RE
(+.55). Thus, our proposed approach to indirect size estimation did not gen-
erate satisfactory results for this set of data.
Error Analysis. Because our indirect size estimation approach involves
three steps. an error analysis was conducted to see which step introduced the
most errors. Table 2.2 summarizes the results of this analysis. These results
w1.ll be discussed in the following three subsections.
Table 2.2
Error Analysis for Indirect Size Estimation (SUMMER-B2)
IEstimate MRE PRED(.25) RE
I
~1(64) .08 95% -.01
1-
! 772 .48 19% +.48
Ifi(~I'~2) .33 48% +.32
,
Evaluation of Early Estimation of '11. The first row in Table 2.2 shows the
performance of the early estimation of '11 using the constant 64 (denoted as
~1(64)). Due to the small value of MRE (.08) and the high percentage of
RANGE OF X AXIS: a 3356
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PRED(.25) (95%), this estimation was apparently quite accurate.
E"'-.:L!-:.lation or Ea.!'ly Estimation of 712- The performance of the early esti-
matioo of TJ2 using the early measured 772 value multiplied by 1.25 is summar-
ized in the second row of the table. The notation 7]2 stands for the estimated
7}2' With an URE value of .48 and a PRED(.25) percentage of 19%, the
estimated 7]2 cannot be considered as a good estimator for the actual 7]2'
Our proposed approach to early estimation of 7]2 is based on the
hypothesi:;; that under the "top-down data-structure-first" strategy. a high
percentage (80%) of 7/2 should be developed at the end of the design stage. To
validate this h}"polhesis, the 772 values obtained at the end of the design stage
in this exreriment were compared to the final 772 values. It was found that
these ec.rty 772 values were only about 42'% of the final 772 values on average.
instead of 80% as expected. In other words. less than half of the final7J2 value
was available by the end of the design stage for each program constructed in
this experiment.
Since our hypothesis concerning the early development of 7J2 was not
5ubst.untiated by the actual data. an attempt was made to find out why. First
we looked into the components that constitute 772. 772 is composed of three
major iI.ems: variables. constants. and character strings. Let us refer to the
first component "variabies" as VAR .17 We .conjecture that using the "top-down
data-structure-first" strategy most VAR will be created during the design
stage and the remaining portion of 7J2 (constants and character strings) "fill
be added when the actual code is developed. But. this speculation was not
!.,. Y,P is -..."l.l' ':.lJJique varie'oie count and is computed by SUDtr8Ct'ing t!l.e :::ru.'l1·oe, of nume,ic
CO:J.s:a.,tS a::l~ c:-Jarac:e::- swings m the "llTogram f,om ~e TIe count. Detailed counting :-uJ.es
CC;::J. ":le io-..:nd ,::1 [3URC62]. .
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fully supported by the actual data. When the ea.rly value of VAR for each pro-
gram was compared to the final value of VAR. it was found that the former
was about 52% of the latter on average. Thus. as we predicted. a higher per-
centage of VAR was created during the design stage (52% for VAR versus 42%
for 772). Nevertheless. this percentage was still much lower than expected.
A further examination of the ratios of the early to final values of VAR
revealed that these ratios varied considerably. Five of the 21 ratios were
above.70 and three were below .20. In addition. the fH1.Tly versions of these
;.1"11 ee programs could not actually be considered end-oi-design versions. The
':~claration statements contained in these early versions were only a small
subset of the final declaration statements. Therefore we speculate that the
subjects who constructed these three programs probably did not spend
enough time in the design stage. This speculation returns us to the issue of
the lack of control in this experiment.
It should be pointed out here that at the beginning of this experiment
the experiment.al rules and procedures were explained to the subjects and
:hey appeared to have understood them quite well. They worked on their pro-
;;rams at their own pace. recorded the total programming time using their
own methods, and estimated program size according to their own estimation
-:;trategies. They did not have to report to the experiment administrator
_ :~e~$ problems were encountered. No attempt was made to "control" these
-;: .::~\.ies. That is, there were no experimental rules that could assure that
~tl:~ :m::jects foHowed the required development strategy, spent enough time
.," ri'~sig:n, and made careful estimates.
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The ideal approach to "controlling" these activities would be to have all
subjects stay in one room for several days and to direct and observe their
programming behavior carefully. Since the average total time of the develop-
ment process involved in this experiment was approximately thirty hours, our
limited resources and facilities obviously did not allow us to do so.
We concluded that, although we did not have the ideal situation for con-
trolling this type of experiment. some improvements could still be made. Our
second experiment, SUMMER-B3, was designed for this purpose (in addition to
the purpose of confirming some of the findings discovered in SUMMER-B2).
Changes in the experimental methodology for the second experiment. espe-
cially concerning the confounding factors stated above. will be described in
Chapter 3. These improvements yielded substantially better size estimation
-results to be reported in Chapter 4.
Evaluation of Halstead's Length Equation. The last row in Table 2.2 sum-
marizes the estimation performance of Halstead's length equation for the set
of Pascal programs in this experiment. The notation FI(711.712) represents the
estimated size of N obtained by substituting tbe final values of 71 1 and 712 into
Halstead's length equation. k; shown in the table. since the MRE value was
r:!.ot small (.33) and the PRED(.25) percentage was not high (48%). tbe
estimated size of N even using the actual values of 711 and 712 could not be
,:::onsidered as an accurate estimator for the actual size.
This result seems to confirm the findings in a study by Johnston and Lis-
ter r.WHN81] in which N underestimated N by 37% on average for nine large
Pascal programs. It should be noted that empirical evidence supporting
Ealstead's length equation has been focused on Fortran [EA.LS77]. PL/l
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[ELSJl7B], PL/S [F1TSBO]. and Cobol programs [SEEN81]. In order to furtber
.. Ivesti.gate the validity of nalstead's length equation for Pascal programs, a
larger set of programs were analyzed using different size estimation models
in addition t.o nalstead's length equation. The results will be reported in
Chapter 4.
2.4.5 Direct versus Indirect Early Size Estimations (SUMMER-82)
Based on the results presented in the preceding t"tO sections, it is clear
that neither the direct nor the indirect size estimations can be considered
acceptable according to our evaluation criteria stated earlier. However, in
order to have some idea about how one method was different from the other,
:he estimation results using these two methods were compared using our
comparison criteria described before. Table 2.3 summarizes the result of this
comparison.
Table 2.3






S(PGMR) .77 19% -.70 same
I
IEstimate II MRE I PRED(.25) I RE Ii ranking i
The first row in Table 2.3 corresponds to the performance of the indirect
size estimation. The notation N{64,Tj'z) stands for the estimated size of N
based on Halstead's length equation with 64 substituted for 7] I and with the
~stimated 7]2 substituted for 7]2. Likewise. the performance of the direct size
estimation is summarlzed in the second row of the table with the notation
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S(PGMR)18 representing the estimated size in LOC made b}' the program-
mers. Entries in the second. third. and fourth columns of Table 2.3 (under
t':1e labels "URE", "PRED(.25)". and "RE") summarize the estimation perfor-
mance in terms of the evaluation criteria described in Section 2.4.1. Entries
in the last column of the table (under the label "Ranking") are the perfor-
mance Tankings for the two estimation method~ according to the paired t-
test results of their MRE values.
As mentioned in Section 2.4.2. we consider that the difference between
two estimation methods is statistically significant at a certain significance
level if the paired i-test results indicate that. at that significance level, the
mean JJRE value of the first method is significantly different from that of the
second. The value of this significance level should be chosen on the basis of
the seriousness of the Type I error (rejecting He when it is true) as opposed
to Type II error (accepting He when it is false) [NIE75, p. 26B]. There is no
absolute standard for determining the appropriate level of significance a test
should have. 19 Since the Type I error in our case of comparing two sets of
estimates is not very serious,20 the cutot! value was set relatively high. i. e.,
.10. Thus. based on the t-test results. the indirect size estimation was con-
sidered not significantly better than the direct size estimation at ex <.10. and
Ie. As mentioned in Chapter 1, throughout this thesis, the notation S always represents es·
timated size in LOC.
19. flc::ordin,g to Winer [WINE71 , p.14]. "The fTV.guent 'USs of the. .05 and. .OJ Levels of
~~gnijicanr.e i$ a matter of a convllntion having Lattl:! scientific or wgit;al basis. Whrm th.e
powel'" 0; t"sts i$ LikeLy to be low under the.Sll Levels of significance. and when Type I and
Typ,. II FTT'OTS are of approrim~I:!Lyequal importance, th.ll .30 and .20 LeVllls of significancs
mc.y b.. mor" ~TOpri~1l than the .05 and .OJ LBvaLs."
2i'!. Fo!' e::.:c.mpie. in medical research concluding t.hat a drug with pot.entielly·jethai side
e::1e::ts is "" significantiy-be-:.ter cance:r tree:tmen.. than a dnig with no such side effects, com-
:I":.::.:.-,g e. ".:y?e I error will de:i..Tuteiy be more serious than committing the same Type i erro:-
:''1 ou:r :-ese~cn. We Just want 1.0 find out. whether one estimation petiormance can be con-
Slde:-eci significan:iy difterent irom anothe:-.
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that is why their rankings are denoted as the "same". 1n the remainder of
this thesis. if two estimations are given ditIerent rankings. that means their
:'Jerformances are significantly different from each other at a<.10 according
to the t -test results.
As pointed out in Section 2.4.2. one simple and direct way of comparing
the performances of two or several estimations is to compare their MRE
profiles. The lJRE profiles for the two size estiInations are shown in Figure
:2.3. These URE profiles seem to support what the t~test results have shown.
Le., the indirect size estimation is not significantly different from the direct
Size estimation. As indicated in Figure 2.3, the performance of the indirect
sLze estimation seems to be worse than that of the direct size estimation in
terms of the percentage of PRED(L) for L:s; .5. But, the situation is reversed
for L ~ .6. Therefore, these results suggest that both the direct early size
estimation and the indirect errrly size estimation (using Halstead's length
equation) obtained at the end of the design stage in SUMMER-82 were very
?oor.
2_5Summory
An indirect size estimation approach based on Halstead's length equation
-":; t:=:en investigated. The feasibility of this approach hinges upon three fac-
~vr3: accurate early estinlation of unique operators (171). accurate earl}' esti-
--;:.J.~ion of unique operands (112)' and the validity of the length equation. To
~valllat'2 ~he feasibility of this approach, a program construction experiment
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(1) The feasibilit}y of the approach of estimating "71 early using an appropri-
ate constant bas been demonstrated by this experiment.
(2) The hypothesis that 772 can be estimated well at an early slage has not
been supported by this preliminary study. We attributed this to the lack
of experimental control on how closely the subjects followed the required
development strategy. In addition. a subset of 712 called VAR has been
identified and the feasibility of early estimation of VAR has also been
suggested.
(3) The validity of Halstead's length equation bas not been supported for the
Pascal prograIIlS constructed in this experiment. Significant underesti-
ITI ation has occurred more often than expected.
In summary, our proposed approacb to indirect size estimation was not
demonstrated to be successful in this preliminary study. In the next empiri-
cal study, SUMMER-B3, size estimation models other than Halstead's length
equation were considered and more rigorous experimental controls were
imposed. These improvements along with much more satisfactory results will
be presented in Chapters 3 and 4.
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CHAPTER 3
METRIC EVOLUTION: IDEAS AND MODELS
In this chapter. we begin by discussing the basic ideas of our metric evo-
lution study. We then present a size and effort estimation method based on
metric evolution. The experimental procedures of our second experiment,
SUMMER-B3. are descr-ibed in the final section.
3.1 Motivation for StudyiDg Metric Evolution
The study of metric evolution pursued in tiris research was motivated by








Motivation for Studying Metric Evolution
Finish
As depicted in the figure, we investigated if we can gather tangible informa-
tion at milestone i so that this information can be used to make some infer-
ences about the future of the development process. Some items of interest
may include development effort. project size. and product quality. Here are a
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few examples:
(1) Can we locale problem areas in a design or predict the qUalityl of the
final product by a careful review of the design work?
(2) ]s it possible to predict the final program size from information available
at an early stage?
(3) Is it possible to predict the remaining project effort from information
available at an early stage?
Troy's work [TROYS1] addressed the first question. The design metrics
considered in his study included inter-module coupling, intra-module cohe-
sion. modularity. etc. These metrics accounted for roughly 50 to 60% of the
variability in the number of program modifications made during integration
and system testing. This result suggests that measurements on early design
work may be useful for identifying deficient designs prior to the coding phase,
thus possibly reducing software development cost.
Our research attempts to help answer the remaining two questions, We
first considered what kind of tangible information is available at an early
stage and how it can be gathered in an objective and algorithmic way. Some
may suggest that if the "Structured Design" technique [YOUR79] is used in
prograIIl design, design documents such as "Structured Charts" will be avail-
able at the end of the design. Likewise. if the data-structure oriented design
methodology proposed by Warnier and Orr [WARN74] is used in program
design. design documents such as "Warnier-Orr Diagrams" ,rill be available at
the end of the design. Furthermore. if a Program Design Language [SAMM82]
1. To,e q'Uality here can mean the n'Umbe::- of errors, for example.
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is used. early PDL versions 'will be available at the end of the design. But.
automated lools for these three methodologies are not available in our
research environment. ]0 addition. we do not believe that any of the three
are yet approaching an industry standard. Since we have several software
anaiyzers that compute metrics and since these have been distributed and
are being used at several industrial sites, our approach to gathering tangible
information is focused on the evolution of software metrics.
As mentioned in Chapter 1. the "evolution of a software metric" pertains
to bow metric values change with development time. Many software metrics
are determined from the final version of the source program. For a metric to
be directly useful for early effort estimation, it needs to be available early,
long before the end of the development process. Therefore, to gather the
evolution data for a metric. proper instrumentat.ion needs to be available for
measuring successive metric values throughout the development process.
3.2 Factors Affecting Metric Evolution
Figure 1.1 contains one example of size evolution in LOC. Another exam-
ple is shown in Figure 3.2.2 The evolution pattern as shown in Figure 3.2 will be
referred to as a c:onca:ve-down pattern. More explanation about t.his pattern
is included in the next sect.ion. A3 can be seen in these two examples, the
evolution behavior for the same metric can differ in a drastic way. This led us
to consider what factors significantly affect the evolution of a metric.
2. As we ~ndicated before, "st.a..o-t" and "finish" in Figure 3.2 refe::- to the ·ceginning and end of
..he deve:opmen: process fo~ e smail-scale one-person proJec... T'nerefore. "DEVELOPMENT
'!11IE" represents deveiopment effort. 6lld ..sta..." corresponds to the stan of the design Stage
















start DEVELOPMENT TIME finish
E = 3.2 5.7 11.B 14.4 22.9 29.4 35.6 B6.B
hours
E'"/. = 5'"/. 9'"/. 1B% 21'"/. 34'"/. 44'"/.
53'"/. 100%
S = 100 100 329 465 4B4 496 512 5B5
LOC
3% = 17% 17'"/. 56'"/. 79'"/. 83% B5'"/. BB'"/. 100'"/.
Figure 3.2
Evolution of Size (Example 2)
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Metric evolution is definitely not a random process. Since each metric
characterizes a program feature, the evolution behavior of a metric will
naturally depend upon how the corresponding feature is developed during the
development process. We conjecture that the way a program feature is
developed hinges upon at least two factors. First of all. there is the program-
mer. Individual programming styles probably make the most significant
difference regarding how a prograrn feature is developed. Thus, the program-
mer factor should be an important one to consider. Secondly, there is the
program factor. A prograrn feature for one program may be easier to develop
at an early stage than for another. For these reasons, the evolution behavior
of a given metric may vary considerably for ditIerent programs written by
different people.
However, if we can control, to some extent, the manner in which a pro-
gram feature is developed,3 a more consistent evolution behavior for the
-corresponding metric should emerge. The rules and procedures the pro-
grarruner follows in constructing software is referred to as the "development
strategy". For instance, if the development strategy requires most data
.:;tructures to be developed as early as possible, then we can expect that the
values of a data-structure metric will increase very rapidly early in the
devE:lopment process. On the other hand. if the development strategy
requires a program feature to be developed late in the process, the
ccrresponding metric will probably not approach its final value until a later
stage.
3. Tmn. is, we WEUl ... to reduce tile programme::- facto::- WId me progrem fact'Ol'" as much as
possi"Oje.
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Based on the argwnents presented above. we conjecture that if the
development strategy with respect to a program feature is properly enforced.
a consistent evolution pattern for the corresponding metric should be
observed. That is. the variation of the evolution behavior of the correspond-
ing metric will be reduced.
3.3 Attractive Evolution Patterns
According to our conjecture concerning metric evolution. a metric can
have any desired evolution pattern as long as the required development stra-
tegy is properly enforced. This implies that if the development strategy
requires a given program feature (e.g .. data structures. control structures) to
be developed as early as possible. the metric for that feature should have a
c:oncavl3'-down evolution. In practice, however, not every such strategy is
intuitively appealing. For instance, a strategy requiring the program code to
be developed as early as possible should be less attractive than a strategy
requiring the early development of data structures or control structures.
Therefore, not every development strategy is feasible in practice.
Furthermore, as far as size and etlort estimation is concerned in this
study, not every evolution pattern is attractive. An evolution pattern is con-
sidered attTactive here if its future behavior can be easily determined at an
early stage. We consider two attractive evolution patterns that can be very
useful for early estimation of program size and etlort.
3.3.1 Concave-down Evolution
If the value of a metric grows rapidly and reaches its near-final value
very quickly at an early stage, we classify tbis as concave-down evolution.
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That is. an evolution is considered concave-down if at an earLy point, most of
the final metric value has been produced. For instance. as shown in Figure
3.3. Lhe value of this metric increases over tUne so rapidly that it reaches 80%
of the rmal metric value at the point of 30% development time.
In order to define concave-down evolution more precisely, the following
.scheme is used. A power curve of the form
y(t) = t' (3.1)
is defined as a concave-down curve of order {J for fJ:S;: .5. The concave-down
curve of order .1 is shown as the top-most curve in Figure 3.4. According to
this curve, the metric value at the point of 20% development time is equal to
about 85% of the final metric value. The concave-down curve of order .5 is
shown as the bottom-most curve in Figure 3.4. According to this curve, the
metric value at the point of 20% development time is equal to about 45% of
the final metric value. The concave-down curves of orders .2, .3. and .4 are
also shown in Figure 3.4. Thus. an evolution is defined as concll.ve-doum evolu-
tion of order {1 if it follows ll.pprozimll.tely a concave-down curve of order p.
Suppose that the evolution of a metric is a concave-down evolution of
order .2 or less. At an early stage when most metric values are produced. one
should be able to determine the future evolution behavior of this metric rea-
sonably well. This is why we consider concave-down evolution so attractive.
3.3.2 Linear Evolution
A metric evolution is defined as linecrr if it approximately follows a
straight line which goes through the origin of the evolution plot. The reason





































































Concave-down Evolution of Order .1 to .5
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future behavior of the evolution as soon as the rate of increase can be deter~
mined. This is illustrated by Figure 3.5. In this figure. the size evolution of a
program in LOC is represented by the two "+"'s and five "11I"'5_ This figure
shows that the size of this program in LOC evolves approximately linearly with
development time. Suppose the linear evolution of size in LOC is known
beforehand. Then at an early point P. a least-square fit of a straight line can
be generated from the origin and the first two measured points. which are
represented by the two "+"'5. The fitted line is represented by all the ".'''5 in
Figure 3.5. Notice that tbis fitted line. which represents the predicted evolu-
tion behavior at point P. is very close to the actual evolution behavior.
Now let us consider metrics and strategies that can lead to the above two
attractive evolution patterns.
3.3.3 Metric and Strategy Leading to Concave-down Evolution
As mentioned before, in principle, any development strategy that
requires the early development of a given program feature will lead to a
concave-doum evolution for the corresponding metric. Since our metric
counting tools4 facilitate the early measurement of data-structure metrics,
the development strategy we investigated in this study is the "top-down data-
stcucture-first" strategy described in Chapter 2. Using this strategy, a high
percentage of data structures and variables should be developed during pro-
gram design. AIter the design stage the rate of adding new data structures
and variabies is likely to decrease very rapidly. Therefor'e', we conjecture that
.
under this strategy a metric that counts data structures and variables should
have a concave-down evolution. Empirical results observed in our study
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Figure 3.5
~a'dy Prediction of Linear Evolution 1Jc~~·ri.~r
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concerning this point will appear in Chapter 5.
3.3.4 Metric and Strategy Leading to Linear Evolution
Another development strategy considered in tbis study is the the "incre-
mental" development strategy [YOUR79, pp. 377-378]. Using tbis strategy,
the program development process proceeds in the following manner:
1. Design. code. and test one module by itself.
2. Add another module.
3. Test and debug the combination as much as possible.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the completion of the program.
This strategy requires one module to be added to the program at one
time. When a new module is coded and added to the program. the entire pro-
gram is then tested and debugged. Since the debugging process is more sys-
tematic and organized. we conjecture that the coding and debugging time
wben each new module is included will probably be proportional to the size of
the module. In otber words. using the incremental strategy, program size
should increase a little during each period of time. Therefore under this stra-
tegy, program size should increase linearly witb development time. In
Chapter 5. empirical results concerning this will be shown.
3.4 An Estimation Model Based on Metric Evolution
As we mentioned before. since metric evolution concerns metric values
at various points of development time. we may be able to make some infer-
ence about the total programming time based on the behavior of metric evo-
lution. If the metric in question is closely related to program size. we can
-~o.
also predict the final program size based on the evolution behavior of this
metric. This idea is illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Suppose that there are two size metries which essentially measure the
same thing (e.g .. size) for the final version of the program. However. assume
the values of these two metries evolve quite differently during the develop-
meot process. Let us assume that under a certain development strategy one
metric follows a concave-down evolution and the other follows a linear evolu-
tion. Since these two metries will have the same value at the end of the
development process according to our assumption. the inlersection of these
two curves (the point Q in Figure 3.6) should give us a good estimate of the
final program size as well as the final development time.
From the above discussion. it should be apparent that there are two
assumptions underlying this estimation approach:
(1) There exists a size-related metric5 which can be converted into size with
reasonable aecurac)r.
(2) This size-related metric and the actual size metric evolve quite
differently during the development process. One evolves in a concave-
down manner and the other evolves linearly.
In Chapter 2. two metries (1) 712 (the unique operand count) and (2) VAR
(the unique variable count) were introduced. In this study, we consider these
as size-related metrics since it will be shown in the next chapter that both
metries can be converted into the size metric S6 with reasonable accuracy.
In addition, since these two metrics are also related to the data structures in
5. A size-relc:.ted metric he!'e is something like the metric l'An (the numoe!' of unique vari-
a;,ies) wmcn 15 not il measure of size "cUt from willeh size may ·oe estimated.
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a program. they should exhibit concave-down evolution under the "lop-down
and data-structure-first" development strategy as described before. Further-
more, in Section 3.3.4. we conjectured that under the "incremental" develop-
ment strategy, program size should evolve linearly with development time.
Therefore. the size and effort estimation approach undertaken in this study is
based on the concave-do'lUT1. evolution of the size-related metries 7]2 and VAR
and the linear evolution of the size metric Sand N.
3.5 Modeling Metric Evolution
When a consistent pattern for a metric is observed, quantitative state-
ments need to be made in order to apply this knowledge more systematically
for future use. That is. we need a mathematical model. We expect that tbis
mathematical model
(1) should exhibit the qualitative aspects of the evolu.tion of a metric
(2) should be as simple as possible: a simple model is easier to construct. to
understand. and to use.
It should be pointed out that a mathematical model typically can only be used
to describe the "general" behavior of an observed phenomenon. It does not
necessarilr account for individual variations. Therefore a reasonable amount
of error can be expected when actual behavior: is compared with the fitted
trend. In the following sections. we propose the use of relatively simple func-
tions of development time to model the two evolution patterns in the previous
section: concave-down and linear.
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3.5.1 Modeling Concave-down Evolution
The function form we considered for modeling a concave-down evolution
is the two-parameter power model
y(t)=axt' (3.2)
The parameter a Ul (3.2) is called the scale parameter. The parameter f3 is
called the shape paraIIleter because the shape of the curve is completely
delermined by this value. In Figure 3.4, we have already shown several
concave-down curves defined by (3.2) with {3 = .1, .2..3, .4. and .5. Since this
function form represents a concave-down curve when 0 < {3 .s; .5 and since it is
simple to llse, it is our choice to model the concave-down evolution. It should
be noted that this function form represents a straight line when fJ = 1 and a
concave-up curve when {1 > 1. Therefore this function form is a general form
for modeling concave-down. linear. and concave-up evolution.
3.5.2 Modeling Linear Evolution
To model a linear evolution pattern, the simplest way is to use a linear
function that goes through the origin
y(t)=axt (3.3)
where I:J. is the scale parameter as defined before. A more gen~ral linear
model
y(t}=b +l:J.xt where t:l >0 andb ifl;.0 (3.4)
is not considered due to the assumption that the metric value should be zero
\\"hen t is zero. Notice that (3.3) is a special case of (3.2) with f3 = 1.
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3.6 Early Prediction of Metric Evolution Behavior
Let us consider now how the evolution models (3.2) and (3.3) can be
applied to actual program development. Let us slart with the one-parameter
model in (3.3).
3.6.1 Curve-:fitting for the One-parameter Model
Since only one parameter needs to be determined in the model (3.3), a
straight line can be drawn as soon as the first data point is available. This line
wiil go through the origin and the first data point. This is illustrated in Figure
3.7 where the "+" designates the first data point and all ".'''s represent the
fitted line. When a second point appears. a least-square line can be derived
based on these two points. This is shown in Figure 3.8 where the two "+"'5
designate tbe first two points.
Similarly, each time a new observation is made, a best-fit curve? up to
that point can be determined. Using this curve-fitting procedure, the fitted
curve can continue to be adjusted as more and more data points are obtained
throughout the development process. As a consequence, this process is pro-
gressi'lJe in the sense that it will produce fitted lines that progressively
approach the final best-fit line. In addition. successive curve-fittings are
made based on alL previously-measured program. sizes. So, no previous infor-
mation is discarded. Figure 3.9 shows the final best-fit curve for a set of
seven sampling points.















































































3.6.2 Curve-fitting for the Two-parameter Model
Let us now consider the curve-fitting procedure for the two-parameter
power model in (3.2). There are two approaches to two-parameter curve-
fitting depending on whether the shape-parameter value is dynamically-
determined during the actual development process or is pre-determined
before the development process based on historical information.
Dynamically determinjng the shape-parameter value. Since m (3.2)
'U (t) contains two parameters a and f3, at least two data points will be
required in order to compute estimators for them. As a consequence, an ini-
tial curve cannot be determined until there are two data points available.
This initial curve will go through the origin and the first two points. The shape
of the initial curve (whether concave-up or concave-down) obtained using the
first two points will be quite sensitive to their relative positions with respect
to the origin. This is illustrated in Figure 3.10 (concave-up) and Figure 3.11
(concave-down) where the two "+'''s designate the measured points and all
".'''s represent the fitted curve.
Pre-determined shape-parameter value. Based on the above observa-
tion. it seems that we need a pre-determined (3 to fit y(t) to the set of meas-
ured points such that the extrapolation to be made can be somewhat more
controlled. A natural way to determine a proper value for (3 is through empir-
ical analysis. That is, the development process for a set of programs con-
structed l!sing the same strategy can be observed by measuring metric
values againsl development time. By fitting yet) to al.l measured points via
least-square curve-fitling, we can obtain appropriate values for a and (3 so
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!Jrocedure can be applied to the development process for all observed pro-
grams. This will then generate pairs of values for a and P with each pair
corresponding to the metric evolution in a particular program development.
The mean value of these {J's, therefore, represents the average evolution
behavior of the metric for the set of programs observed. ]f all of the observed
programs are developed using the same development strategy. it is reason-
able to assume that we can use the mean value of these {j's to predict the
general evolution behavior of the metric for future programs constructed
using a similar strategy.
3.6.3 Curve-:fitting for the Transformed One-parameter M,?deL
Having delermined a proper value for f1 (designated as Pi:) for a given
development strategy. the two-parameter power model in (3.2) can now be
transformed into a one-parameter power model
yet) =" x t" (3.5)
where a; > O. and PI!: is an empirically-derived constant dependent on develop-
ment strategy. This modified model can then be used to approximate the
metric evolution for prograIIls which are written using the same development
strategy as the one from which {JI: is derived. Given such a {JI: in the one-
parameter model in (3.5). the same one-parameter curve-fitting procedure
described in Section 3.6.1 can be applied in order to determine the evolution
behavior of a metric at an early stage.
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3.7 Summary of Ideas and Assumptions
The ideas and assumptions of the size and effort estimation approach
underlaken in tblS research can be summarized as beloW':
1. The values of certain software metrics such as VAH, 772. and S can be
gathered at various points throughout the development process.
2. Under the "top-down dala-structure-first" strategy. the evolution of the
data.structure melrics VAR and "12 will be concave-down and we will be
able to determine its future evolution bebavior at an early stage.
3. Under the "incremental" strategy, the value of the size metric S will
evolve linearly with development time and we will be able to determine
its future evolution behavior at an early stage.
4. The metrics VAH and 112 are size-related metrics (i.e., they can be con-
verted into a size metric such as S with reasonable accuracy).
In order to investigate the feasibility of our approach. the following two
issues will be addressed in the next section of this chapter and in the subse-
quent chapters of this thesis:
1. Methodology to validate these assumptions (this chapter).
2. eValuation of the validity of these assumptions via the empirical studies
conducted in this research (Chapters 4, 5. and 6).
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3.B Groundwork for Empirical Study (SUMMER-83)
3.B.1 Participants
The participants in this experiment were forty-four students enrolled in a
course concerning software metrics during the summer of 1963 at Purdue
University. Most of them were Computer Science graduate students.
3.6.2 Task
As class assignments. they were required to ViTile two Pascal programs
within a five-week period of time. The two prograIIl5 were chosen from the
four programs in the first experiment SUMMER-82: Program B ("calculator")
and Program D ("translator").
3.8.3 Experimental Design - Confounding Factors Controlled
As mentioned before. in this experiment we wanted to have more control
over cert.ain empirical conditions. To make sure that the required develop-
ment strategies were followed. that enough time was spent in design, and that
estimates were made carefully, two experimental requirements: "four-hour
work-sessions" and "milestone interviews" were includerL They will be
explained in tbe next subsection.
As mentioned in Section 3.2. we conjecture that the evolution of a metric
depends upon at least two things: the program factor and the programmer
factor. All participants were required to construct the same two programs.
This requirement enabled us to observe whether the results depended upon
individual programming style when the program factor was held constant. In
order to control the programmer factor. all participants were required to
·wyite both the "calculator" program and the "translator" program.
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We note that programming is a mental activity which is lahor-intensive in
nature. Even if all subjects are required to use specified development stra-
tegies which are clearly explained to them. it is still an open question as to
what extent they will follow these strategies. Furthermore. requiring all sub-
jects to construct the same programs does not ensure that they will be per~
forming the same experimental- tasks. This is one typical problem with any
program construction experiment. This is because the same program may
very likely have several design approaches that can lead to substantially-
different amounts of development effort [DIJK72]. In spite of this. however. it
is our belief that by controlling this as carefully as possible, we can at least
reduce the variability caused by this factor.
3.8.4 Development Strategy
As in the first experiment. the participants in this experiment were
required to use two specifLc development strategies in constructing their pro-
grams. The two strategies they were required to follow are the "top-down
data-structure-first" and "incremental" strategies described before. The
experimental rules concerning these two strategies are described below.
The program development process in this experiment was considered as
a four-stage procedure:
(1) Specification stage.
Similar to the first experiment. during this stage the program
specifications were given to the subjects and they were required to read
the specifications carefully until they understood well what was required
of ':.heir program.
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(2) Initial design stage.
In keeping with our assumption of using the "lop-down data-
structure-first" strategy, during the initial design stage the subjects
were to design their programs using this strategy. In this stage of the
program design, the subjects were expected to concentrate on the "glo-
bal" design of the program. That is. they should identify the basic struc-
ture and major components of their program. determine the procedural
and data connections among the components. develop major data struc-
tures (mostly global) and sketch basic algoritbms to manipulate them.
(3) Detailed design stage.
In the detailed design stage. in addition to reviewing the global
design of the program, the subjects were to develop local data struc-
tures.
(4) Coding/debugging stage.
In keeping with our assumption of using the incremental strategy,
during the coding/debugging stage. the subjects were asked to use this
strategy to write the code for their program and at the same time to test
and debug their program. As discussed before, with this strategy, only
one component is coded and added to the program at one time. A com-
ponent here corresponds to one or several related Pascal procedures.
Each time a new component is added to the program. the entire program
is tested and debugged as much as possible before the next component
comes in. Therefore, this approach can be described in the following
manner:
(i) Code and test one component by itself.
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(li) Add another component.
(ill) Test and debug the combination as much as possible.
(iv) Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the program meets the acceptance test.
3.B.5 Data Collection
Four-hour Work Session. As in the first experiment. we were interested
in exactly how much time each subject spent in each stage when constructing
the programs. In order for them to record their lime more accurately we
strongly suggested that they not work on their program until a block of time
with a miniInal chance of interruption was available. We called such a block of
time a "work session", We requested that each session be no shorter than one
bour and no longer than four hours.
Milestone Interview. The completion of each of the four stages was a
miles lone. In addition. within each stage. the end of each "work session" was
a milestone. As in the first experiment. at each milestone they were asked to
complete a progress report called a Milestone Report. DitIerent from the first
experiment, they were required to report to the ezperiment administrator at
each milestone, and the administrator filled out the Milestone Report with
them. We called this the "milestone interview". The administrator kept all
Milestone Reports throughout the development process. 1n addition, at each
"milestone interview", we were able to make sure that the subjects were fol-
lowing tbe required strategies and the "four-bour work-session" rule.
Furthermore, in keeping with our assumption of collecting metric data
during the development process, syntax error-free versions of the program
were submitted at all milestones. With forty-four subjects writing two
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programs each of which required about eight milestones, there were about
seven hundred milestone interviews completed during the experiment.
"Structured" Subjective Estimates. Similar to the first experiment. sub-
jective estimates were collected during the development process of each pro-
gram. l-iowever I in addition to estimating total development time and final
program size, the subjects also estimated VAR and 1]2' In Chapter 4. it will be
shown that these subjective estimates of VAR and 712 were used as a basis for
indirect size estimates.
It should be pointed out that the subjective estimates gathered in this
experiment should be considered structured subjective estimates since they
were produced in a organized way. When a syntax-error-free version of the
program was turned in at each milestone, the administrator analyzed this
intermediate version right away in order to obtain metric counts at that
point. Each subject was then asked to update his or her own estimates or
total ef[ort. total size. VAR. and 1]2 based on the actual values "in place". The
subjects made their best estimates with such information in mind in addition
to their knowledge about the status or program development. Thererore. the
subjective estimates gathered in this experiment should be distinguished
from typical ad-hoc guesses.
Post-experiment Questionnaire. To get some feeqback from the subjects
concerning the development strategies and experimental procedures. a ques-
tionnaire- ..v.as presented after they had completed the experimental tasks.
The questions in the questionnaire covered issues such as their familiarity
1\ith the programs, their familiarity with the development strategies, whether
it was difficult to rollow these strategies, whether these strategies were
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practically feasible, whether the experimental rules and constraints had
significant impact on the results. etc. The purpose of the questionnaire was
to determine if there existed a consensus as to what factors had the greatest
impact on the results and also to let us know the effects of our experimental
controls on the subjects. The questionnaire results concerning the use of the
development strategies are summarized in Chapter 7.
Summary Statistics. The summary statistics of the four important
measures used in our study for the B8 programs completed in SUMMER-B3-1
and SUMMER-83-2 are given in Table 3.1. Appendices 1 and J contain the
detailed data for SUMMER-B3-! and SUMMER-B3-2 respectively.
Table 3.1
Summary Statistics (SUMMER-B3)




I 1 44 E(hours) 16 54
27 9
I
B(tines of code) 267 7B4 463 96
VAR(variables) 40 llB 64 16I
: 7]2(operands) BO 157 , 111 17 I, I
:
,
2 ; 44 I E(hours) 9 41
, 17 6 I
I I
I !




lBO 645 355 9B ,





1J2(operands) B4 193 ! 122 31, I I! I
1Program I #subjects I meo.sure
3.6.6 Comparison between SUMMER-B2 and SUMMER-Ba
The major differences between the first and the second experments are
summarized in Table 3.2. As mentioned before, the most important improve-
ment of SUMMER-83 over SUMMER-82 is the more rigorous experimental
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control. This control was accomplished through carefully-designed experi-
mental procedures and properly-enforced development strategies.
Table 3.2
Comparison between SUMMER-B2 and SUMMER-83
Participant 21 CS graduate students
Task Write one program in two weeks
SDlIHEIH'3
44 CS graduate students
Write two programs in five weeks
Program
«(/subjects)
Four programs: Huft'man (6), Cal- Two programs: Calculator (44)





























Effort and size Efforl. size, 712, and VAR
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CHAPTER 4
CONFIRMATORY STUDY OF SIZE ESTIMATION
In Chapter 2 we reported that our indirect size estimation approach
based on 1']2 using Halstead's length equation was not successful in the
SUMMER-El2 study. We conjectured that a subset of 112 called VAR could be a
replacement for 7J2 for better size estimation. 1 In this chapter size estimation
models other than Halstead's length equation are considered. In these
models program size is related to either 772 or VAR. Our indirect size estima-
lion approach based on 772 and VAR using these models is then evaluated
using the data gathered from our second elCperiment. SUMMER-B3.
4.1 Size Estimation Models Based on 7'72
Re-evalulltion of Halstead's Length Equation. As pointed out in Chapter
2, some questions were raised with regards to the validity of Halstead's length
equation for Pascal programs. That is, in our SUMMER-82 data N underes-
timated N by 32 percent. To further investigate the validity of Halstead's
length equation for Pascal programs, a collection of 78 programs was
::lna~)'zed using our Pascal program analyzer [BURC82]. Table 4.1 shows the
~our"ces and lhe size ranges of these programs. The first data set, referred to
1. 'r:.'1lS wes "o:Iecause O·J!" progrem anaiyze:!' facilitates the earLy measuremenl. of dBUI.-
~:-.lc,U:!'emeL-ics sucn es 7/2 and VAH, as previousiy mentioned in Section 3.3.
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...;...: :1G-2":_. consists of 24 medium-to-large-sized programs from a variety of
applications such as data base management systems. queuing network si..mu-
lations, language processors, library and utility routines. etc. These pro·
grams come from Computer Science faculty, Computer Science graduate stu-
dents, and Computing Center staff at Purdue University. The metric counts
for these 24 completed programs are listed in Appendix K. The second set of
programs, called CS-440. consists of 33 programming projects from a Com-
puter Science course concerning data base management and tile organiza-
lion. The metric counts for these 33 completed programs are listed in Appen-
dix L. The third set of programs come from our first experiment. SUMMER-B2.
These three sets of programs are referred to as "development data".2
Table 4.1
SourCes and Size Ranges of Development Data
Data set #programs source I size range in LOC
BIG-24 24 random sampling 502 to 4572
ICs-440 33 class assignments 270 to 927
I su:ID!ER-82 21 experiInent 215 to 662
Figure 4.1 shows the scatter plot of tv versus N for the 78 programs
analyzed. It is clear that N consistently underestimated N by a significant
amount. Although the correlation coefficient between N and Nwas high (.97),
- 3-by no means could N be considered a good estiInator of N. RE for the
2. As will be seen laler, lhis set of programs was used to develop :regression equations, thus
'l.b.e name "deveiooment data".
3. In lact., t.i:ris i~ a good demonstration t.ha.t the correiation coefiicient inould not be con-
sidered as a reliable evaluation measure for estimat.ion perlormance. A i:tign correlation
coefiicien~such as .97 between it and N SU"Ongiy impbes the e:rist.ence of the functional rela·
tionship N =a; N+ b, [rut. not necessarily the relationship N =N.
RANGE OF X AXIS: a 29699
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Figure 4.1
PRED(.2S) .18
"S"aluation of Length Equation (Development Data)
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estimation of IV versus N was +0.42, URE was 0.42.4 and PRED(.25) was 18%.
Thes~ results led us to consider other ways of converting 7]2 into size. A first
alternaU'!e was to consider a regression model.
SiZE: Estimation Model using Regression. Since N has been shown to be
highly correlated ·wi.th S and S is a more conventional measure of program
size, the relationship between 712 and S was directly analyzed.5 It was found
that 7]2 and S for this set of seventy-eight programs were highly correlated




Ji is the value of the dependent variable S in the ith observation
Po and PI are parameters
Xi, is the value of the independent variable 7]2 in the ilh observation
Ei are independent and normally distributed with mean 0 and constant
varIance
i assumes values 1, ... ,n
The unknown parameters Pc and Pt are estimated by the method of
least-squares. This means that the estimated values are chosen so as to
minimize the sum of squared residuals.6 The attractiveness of this approach
is based on the fact that b o and b I' the estimators for Po and Pl' are unbiased
and have minimum variance among all unbiased linear estimators. 7
4. RE 2..."l.d lJllE wc!'e tile same since there wc!'e no overestimll.t.es.
5. ,~.~ !Ile:ltio:l~d :., Cnll.pt.e!' 1, 5 stands for BCt.Ual program size in LOC. For complet.e!1ess,
"-i.e l'e]ations!U'Cs ':letween 71z and N and between YAH and N were also inveS'tigat.ed. Since-:.he
:-esu.::.s ':l ,,-sed ~n N were not. su"cSt.an~ially different :rom tnose cased on 5, only tn.e results
':::ased ;n S ~e present.ed here.
13..~ :,esd.ual is Y; - Pi. (:'1.'., ';.!i.e difference between the actuul and estima.ted Yi.).
7. ~ee lNi:':374] or oL'.te::- standard statistical tens ior a complete discussion of t..b.is.
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Application to Data The regression equation obtained using the model
(4.1) fo; ot.:.r development data is
5 (1]2) = 52.5 + 3.521]2 (4.2)
Since the constant term (52.5) is relatively small as compared to the mean
value af S (91S), we next considered the linear regression model through the
origin
(4.3)
The regression equation obtained using this model for the development data
is
(4.4)
4.2 Size Estimation Models Based on VAR
Similar to the size model relating 772 to S. we :first consider the linear
regression model (4.1). The regression equation between S and VAR obtained
for toe development data is
5 (VAR) = 102 + 5.31 VAR (4.5)
Since the constant term (102) is not so smail when compared to the mean
value of S. the constant term in this regression equation was retained.
4.~ Comparison of Size Estimation Models (Development Data)
·~·b<; validity of the regression equations in (4.4) and (4.5) ,'fill first be
evaluated using the development data. In the next section. these same
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equations will be applied to SUMMER-83 data. For each of the 79 programs in
~h(; development data. VAH was converted into S using the regression equa-
lion (4.5) and the converted value was used to estimate the actual S. The
results of this estimation are summarized in the first row of Table 4.2. The
notation S(VAR) stands for the estimated size in LOC using the actual VAH
and Eq. (4.5). Likewise, S(77z). shown in the second row of the table,
represents the estimated size in LOC using the actual 7]2 and Eq. (4.4). In
addition, the estimated N using the actual 7]), 7]2. and Halstead's length equa-
tion is represented as h(ilt,''12) in the third row in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2
Comparison of Size Estimation Models (Development Data)




.21 64% -.OB 1
I~(1)') I .22 73% +.01 1IN(1),,1),) II .42 1B% +.42 3
As shown in Table 4.2. the estimation results based on VAR and 172 using
the regression equations appear to be much more satisfactory than those
using Halstead's length equation. The MRE values are smaller; the PRED(.25)
values are larger. The fourth column in the table indicates that. according to
the paired t-test resulLs, at ex < .10, the estimation using either of the regres-
.,ion. equations was significantly better than that using Halstead's length equa-
".ioT'!.. Ho'....ever. the estimation based on VAR was not significantly different
_,'Gm Ulat based on 712 using the regression equation. The J!RE profiles for
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These results suggest that from just one item. VAR or 772. we can corn-
pute a r~asonably-accurate size estimate using equation {4.4} or (4.5). It
appears that this size estimate will be much more accurate than the size esti-
mate using Halstead's length equation. which requires two items, '7]1 and 712'
'±-.4- Comparison of Size Estimation Models (SUMMER-B3 Data)
Since the two regression equations (4.4) and (4.5) were evaluated using
the same set of data from whicb they were derived. the above results are not
sufficient. Therefore, in order to confirm the validity of these two equations
using data independent of the development data, they were applied to the two
sets of data gathered from our second experiment. Table 4.3 summarizes
these results. The notation used in this table is the same as that used in
Table 4.2.
As shown in Table 4.3, for SUMMER-83-i, the size estimates using the
regression equations were significantly better than those using Halstead's
iength equation. However, this result does not repeat for SUMMER-83-2. For
the programs in SUMMER-83-2, the size estimates based on 772 using the
regression equation were not as good as the other two sets of estimates. In
addition, the N estimates using Halstead's length equation for SUMMER-83-2
were substantially betterB than those for SUMMER-83-I. This result was
ce.used by the fact that the SUMMER-B3-2 program (the "translator" program)
conlained mostly recursive procedures:e therefore they were more succinct lO
than usual. The IvIRE profiles for these three sets of estimates for SUMMER-
93-i. and SUMMER-B3-2 are contained in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.
B. Ahnougn tney still cO:::lsis~entlyunderestimated tne act".J.a.! N"oy 22%.
e :::tis was due to tne use 0; t!le recursive descent parsing technique.









































































































































































Regression Eq. V5. Length Eq. (SUMMER-83-2)
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Table 4.3
Comparison of Size Estimation Models (SUMMER-B3)
, Program :1 MRE PRED(.25) RE i' ranking iestimate ii il
1 S(VAR) .19 80% +.01 II 1
II
5('72) .19 73% +.10 1
N(ry"ry2) .38 18% +.38 I 3I
,
,
2 S(VAR) ,.19 73% +.01 I 1
S(ry2)
,
.32 55% -.29 I 3
N('7,,'72) .22 61% +.22 I 1
,i
Comparing the results for SUMMER-B3-1 and SUMMER-83-2 as shown in
Table 4.3 and in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, we see that the size estimation model
based on VAR using the regression equation (4.5) appears to be more con-
sistent and reliable than the other two models. ll This result is encouraging.
since it implies that as soon as we can estimate VAR well, we can estilnate
size well. Furthermore. as we argued in Chapter 2. the early estiInation of
l'ttR should be mono accurate than the early estimation of 112 because a
larger portion of VAR will be created at an early stage. Thus. the next step in
DU" discussion is to show how accurately VAR was estimated at an early stage.
:'1. Notl;: .:r:et.!.he ";.~ee correllition coefiicients ·oetween tn.e predicted and actuei sizes using
:'t~:le :~e( :::!ZC :nodeis weTe no;: significantiy different from one 6..TJ.otneT for each l."ldividuel
ue.;:a sc:. ;;'0; SliMMER-B3-l. t..i.ey were between .11 and .22. ~o:'" SU1I1!ER-83-2. :hey were
·:::e :''''CC:l .&} and .73. in fact. this is a good demonStratlo>l tile.. me cOlTejation coeflicien. was
~JOt :>uita·~~e for com?aring es-..imation perlormances in our study.
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4.5 Early Estimation of VAR
Similar to our first experiment. an early estimate in the second experi-
menl i!O the estimate obtained at the end of the detailed design stage. There
were tw'o ways of obtaining such an estimate of VAR in the second experl~
ment. The first early estimate of VAl? was computed by multiplying 1.25 by
the ea.rly value of VAR measured at the end of the design stage. This method
was based on our speculation that under the "lop-down data-structure-first"
d~velopmentstrategy, approximately 80% of VAR will be ereated at the end of
the design stage. The estimates of VAR obtained in this way are designated as
VAR(1.25). The second early estimate of VAR came directly from each
programmer's own estimate of VAR at the end of the design stage. This type
of l'itR estimate is designated as VAR(PGMR).
Table 4.4 swnmarizes the results of the early estimation of VAR for
SU1'~MER-B3-1 and 5UMMER-B3-2 using the above two methods. For SUMMER·
B3-1, both methods produced quite satisfactory results: the values of MRE
are small and the percentages of PRED(.25) are high. When compared to
each other. the results generated by these two methods were not significantly
different. The results for SUMMER-B3-2 are another matter. The first method
still produced sdisiactory results. But. the subjective estimates of VAR
seemed to consistently overestimate the actual VAR. The t -test results
:::howed tilat the first method generated significantly more accurate estimates
than the second method. The MRE profiles for these estimates for SUMMER-
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Table 4.4
Early Estimation of VAR (SUMMER-83)








.13 89%' +.01 same
i VAR(PGMR) II .14 84% I -.01 same
i I
I
2 VAR( 1.25) .16 77% -.02 1 I
, , I IVAR(PGMR) ,, .39 I 50% -.33 2 ,, ,
The reason why the first method of estimating \~ was so good is
because the average ratios between the early values of VAH and the final
values of VAR were. 79 and .81 for SUMMER-a3-! and SUMMER-B3-2 respec-
~_i~-e!y. One reason for the second method to work well at least for SUMMER-
83-1 is because the subjective estimates collected in SUMMER-83 are "slruc-
turec" subjective estimates as mentioned in Section 3.8. That is. the subjects
were given the current values of VAR at the end of the detailed design stage
before the estimates were made. Since the subjects could ten12 whether
most VAR bad been created at the estimation point, their subjective esti-
mates of VAR should be very close to the estimates generated by the first
method.
However. the subjective estimates of VAR were not so good for SUMMER-
93-2. In the post-experiment interviews, most subjects indicated that when
':.bey first read tbe specification for program-2 (a translator for a database
'::~.~L"! language), i.t appeared to be a very difficult program. They did not
:.c, ~ LlaL the program was not as difficult as they thought until midway
.;,:'~:_""::::l.2. :hll1. :ne)' fOllowed:he :!"equired deve:o?meru. strB1.egy closelY.
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thr01.,;.;;r~ the construction process. This miscalculation was reflected by their
over'~stimationof VAR. In fact, this is a good demonstration that even "struc-
tured" subjective estimates can also be unreliable.
1,.6 Early Estimation of Size
~n ~ection 4.4. we have shown that the size estimates based on the actual
values of VAR using the regression equation (4.5) were quite accurate for
SUMMER-B3 programs. In the preceding section, two methods for estimating
1'AR at an early stage have been discussed. One of them has been shown lo·
work quite well. In this section we will evaluate our indirect early size estima-
tion approach by combining the results shown in the previous two sections.
That is, the early estimates of VAR obtained using the two methods described
before will be used in the regression equation (4.5) for computing the early
size estimc..tes in LaC. These two types of size esti.m.ates are denoted as
S(VAR(1.25}} and S(vA.R(PGMR}}, respectively. Their performance will be
compared with the performance of the subjective size esti.m.ates in LaC.
designated as S(PGMR). Table 4.5 summarizes the results of this com-
parlson.
As s:~'::nm in Table 4.5. for SUMMER-B3-1. the three methods for estimat-
ing size at the end of the detailed design stage were not significantly different
{""om one co.nother. On the other hand. for SUMMER-B3-2. the first two methods
seem to !:>e significantly better than the third one. However, it should be
no~ed tb=.~ among the three methods we considered. the first method seems
_u be th~ m03t consistent one across the two programs. We conjecture that
this rnc.)' be due to the fact that the first method does not involve an}'
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subjective estimates. The MRE profiles for these estimates for SUMMER-83-1
and SUMMER-83-2 are contained in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
Table 4.5
Early Estimation of Size (SUMMER-B3)
( ) I RE 'iII-'ptI ""gram I estima e MRE I RED .25 I. ranking, ,





I IS( VAR(PGMR» .20 75% +.01I
I I
, same ,
, I iI S(PGMR) ,.23 57% +.02 ,,ame I





I, S( lW?(PGMR»I .30 57% -.16 1, II S(PGMR) .42 52% -.39 3 II I
i p
-~.7 Summary
The feasibility of our indirect size estimation approach has been demon-
strated by our second experiment. The following remarks elaborate upon the
above conclusion:
(1 ~ A ::;i<:e estimation model based on regression has been shown to perform
sigmticantly better than Halstead's length equation for Pascal programs.
in this size model program size in LOC was approximated as a function of
VAl? The model parameter values were derived using data independent
rrorn tIlat coUecled in the SUMMER-83 experiment.
(2) OUr" conjecture that VAR can be estimated well at an early stage has
been confirmed by the SUMMER-83 experiment. That is, under the "top-




























































































Early Size Estimation (SUMMER-83-2)
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(i.e., aO%) VAR will be created at an early stage and thus the final value
of VAR will be easy to estimate.
In audition, the following findings illustrate the improved results of
SUMMER-83 over SUMMER-82 due to more rigorous experimental controls:
(1) The early estimation of VAR was improved. The average ratios between
the early and the final values of VAR were .52 for SU)'[MER~82•.79 for
SUllMER-83-1, and .81 for SUMMER-83-2. We attribute this improvement
to our better control of how closely the subjects followed the develop-
ment strategy.
(2) The subjective size estimates were improved. This can be attributed to
our better control of the estimation process.
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CHAPTER 5
METRIC EVOLUTION: OBSERVATION AND MODELING
As discussed in Section 3.2. we conjectured that using the development
strategies discussed in Chapler 3, the evolution behavior of VAR, 7'/2. and S
(program size in LOC) should have predictable patterns. 1 To validate this. we
exam.ined the evolution behavior of the three metrics for si.m.ilar programs
constructed by dillerent people using identical development strategies. In
this chapter several distinctive evolution patterns of these three metrics are
presented. We also show the results of modeling the evolution behavior of
these three metrics using the power curve model discussed in Chapter 3.
5.1 Size Evolution in LOC
5.1.1 Hypothesis concerning Size Evolution
As discussed in Section 3.3.4, under the incremental development stra-
tegy, program size was conjectured to increase linearly with development
time. To investigate this using SUMMER-B3 data. we examined individual size
_evolutions .in LOC and normalized data from aU programs.
1. As ::::li.."1ted OUt in Sec:.ion 3.3. any :net::-:ic cen :"I.ave a preclk:.acie evoiut..ion :::atte:-::t :.: :..'c
:eqtured ueve:.JpIilent sl.:"ategy lS -;::!"ope!"!.y enforced. :Ioweve:. only t3e :esui..s of the evolu·
:':on cat~e:':!s for the rnetr.cs :rr:.pona."lt to our stUdy .n-e ;::resented.
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5.1.2 lnciividual Size Evolution
The size evolution plots of all SUMMER-83 programs are contained in
[WAJ\lCB4b). Only those that are discussed in this chapter are included in
Appendices A and B. All size evolution plots from SUMMER-B3 were classified
into four categories according to the criterion illustrated below.
Let us consider the size evolution plot shawn in Figure 5.1. First we draw
a straight line from the origin Po to the final point Pn (where n is the nwnber
of measured points). For each remaining observed point p;,2 (i :;: 1. 2.....
n-l) we locate its corresponding "fitted" point Pi on the straight line PoP",.
In Figure 5.1 the observed points are represented by"·'" 5 and the fitled
points are represented by "."'5. We then compute the normalized Toot-mean-






where rmse lS the root-mean-square-error normalized by the final S (Sf. l.e.,
- - 4Yn ), and Yi and Y,; are the y-coordinates of Pi and P,;, respectively. A small
rmse value computed using this scheme implies that all the measured points
can be approximated by the straight line PoPn with small variation. There-
fore we - lassify each pattern according to the following:
2. P,=(:t..,Yd \\"le:e %t= time end Yt= S; e.g., if P4 = (8. 500), ~iis mea.YJ.s ';:~<),: ·.ie 4t:l oi::-
o..':"Ved point occurs at the end oi the 8t~ ?lour when ,;:;,c progra:nn-:e:- ~as deve:olJed 500 LOC.
3. :'!.~s 's siigl1t;Y diffe:!'ent. .from t:te t.:-aditiona.! definition oi :,oot-m.ee...YJ.-sq'.J.a:e-e:,:,o:. :or ::te
"r.ore tru.dit:onw c.e!lnit.ion, see [Ni::TE74. p. 8l) or ot.;'e:, stands:-d statis..:cai :exts.
4. S:::1ct;. :!':e ":'itted" line always goes L'u'ougn :...'1e :'i.'")801 :;:omt Pn , Yn :51 ::10: ::lc~:lded :::1 :...1.e


























if rmse ~ .05 (that is. all data points can be
represented by the straight line PCPn wi.th
average 5% variation or less)
if .05 < rmse ~ .10 (that is. all data points can
be represented by the straight line POPn with
average 10% variation or less)
if .10 < rmse ~ .15 (that is. all data points can
be represented by the straight line PoPn, with
average 15% variation or less)
if .15 < rmse (that is. all data points display
an erratic pattern or a pattern that has more
than a 15% variation from the straight line
-- .PoP,).
Using this scheme, six size evolution patterns for SUMMER-83-1 and five
for SUMMER-83-2 are classified as completely-linear. Two examples of these
patterns are shoY\71 in Figure A.I for SUMMER-83-1 and Figure E.l for
SUMMER-83-2. It is ·.....orth noting that these two patterns were produced by
the same subject who claimed to have strictly followed the development stra-
tegies and all the experimental rules. This information concerning how sub-
ject.s were following the experimental rules was obtained through the "mile-
stone interviews" conducted at each milestone during the experiment as
:ner~tioned in Section 3.8.5.
5. ;.iote ;~!l.~ Q'.ll' cat.egoriza!.ion :;c;'eT.e :s very conse~vative and :.. :ney e::'::' :owa.!'d cciling
?et:e~snot.£inelV' t.hat a casuai anaiysls migi'll. ca.i.2 :.i."'1eer.
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1fore than half (25 of 44) of the size evolution patterns for St'};{MER-83-1
are cl.:..s.sified as mostly-linear. One example of these patterns is shown in Fig-
ure A.2. For SUMMER-83-2. more than one-third (16 of 44) of the size evolu-
tion patterns are classified as mostly-linear. One example is shown in Figure
3.2. Examples for fairly-linear and not-linear size evolution patterns can be
found in [WANG64b].
Table 5.1 summarizes the distribution of the size evolution patterns for
SUMMER-83-1 and SUMMER-83-2 using our classification scheme. As men-
tioned before, the programming process is a complex intellectual activity
involving many not-yet-controllable factors. In addition. the data collection
procedure instrumented in this experiment is definitely subject to measure-
ment error. As a consequence. we did not expect that. under the incremental
strategy, the majority of size evolution patterns would fall within the
completely-linear category. Instead. it was expected that most patterns
~vould belong to one of the first three categories: completely-linear, mostly-
linear, and fairly-linear. As shown in Table 5.1 this is indeed the case.
Ap,?roximately 66% (Le.. 36 of 44) of the size evolution patterns of SUMMER-
63-1 can be classified into these three categories. For SUMMER-83-2. this
figurE: is 82% (i.e .. 36 of 44). A chi-square analysis of the data in Table 5.1
reveals that the distribution of patterns is significantly difIerent (cx<.05) from
a ranc.om distribution. These results suggest that under the incremental
.ie'i~lopmer.tstrategy program size increases linearly with development time.
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Table 5.1
Distribution of Size Evolution Patterns
IClassification II Sill!MER-ll3-1 SUMMER-ll3-2 iI
completely-linear 6 (14 %) 5 (11 %)
mostly-lineaT 25 (56 %) 16 (37 %)
I
fa:i:rly-linear 7 (16 %) 15 (34 %)
not-linear I 6 (14 %) 8 (18 %)I
,
IIITotal 44 (100 %) 44 (100 %)
5.1. 3 :Metric Evolution as a Development-Process Fingerprint
As mentioned in Chapter 1. metric evolution can be a useful tool for
characterizing the development process. Since the evolution plot of a metric
can be viewed as a graphical characterization of the development process, it
constitutes a "fingerprint" of the development process. In fact. metric evolu-
lion may be an easy vehicle that summarizes the program development pro-
cess succinctly enough to be used by programmers, analysts. and managers.
Figures A.3. A.4, A.5. and A.6 contain four exceptional cases for size evo-
lution in this experiment. Figures A.3 and A.4 illustrate the situation where a
major change occurred during the process. Figure A.5 illustrates the situa-
tion where the subject did not follow the "incremental" development strategy
because he did not fully understand it.6 Figure A.S was produced by a subject
who did not have much programming experience before the experiment.
Three major changes occurred during this development process. In all four
case" these "fingerprints" could have been used by a manager to determine
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an ur~usual situation that needed attention. In addition, we discovered that a
.:ouple of subjects did not follow the incremental strategy simply by looking
at the size evolution patterns of their programs. This evidence suggests that
the evolution plot of program size can be used as a management tool for
observing what is happening (or what happened) during the development pro-
cess.
5.1.4 Nonnalized Size Evolution
All size evolution plots of the 44 SUMMER·83-1 programs consisting of 328
data points were normalized and merged into one single plot shown in Figure
5.2. The vertical axis represents the normalized program size and the hor-
izontal axis corresponds to the normalized development time.? Similarly, Fig-
ure 5.3 contains the normalized size evolution plot for SUMMER-B3-2 from 259
data points. Normalizing time and size makes programs in di1Ierent ranges of
iize and development time comparable. Although the data still contains con-
siderable scatter due to individual differences. by and large. the overall trend
of size evolution appears quite close to linear (especially for SUMMER-B3-1).
5.1.5 Mean Behavior of Size Evolution
Another way of studying the overall trend of the size evolutions as shown
in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 is to examine their mean behavior. A standard data
smoothing technique. the moving average of order n.8 allows us to do so. The
plots of moving average of order 20 generated from Figures 5.2 and 5.3 are
7. "XC':"ma.Uzed" :neans each a."'Cis goes from a 1.0 laO?.
~1e movulg average of orde::- 71. of a se~es of observc.1.ions :s o"ctained ':lY :-e;:iac:::Jg ec.c:'l
"":':~<ls~ve. ove::-:c.ppmg seqae!lce of 71. obse:-vatlons :::1. :.::J.e series 'Dy :';le :r..e~ 0;; ::wt. se-
~'.!t:::Jc.:e. -:::::e ;l::-st. sequence cont.;;Uns ooservat::o::1.s YI• " .. Yn ; ;",.'le seco!ld seque::Jce con~c.:..,s
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contained in Figures C.l and C.2, respectively. As suggested by these two
plots. the mean behavior of size evolution of SUMMER-83 seems to be approxi-
mately linear.
5.1. 6 :MlJdeling Size Evolution
Having observed individual as well as normalized size evolution of
Su)£iMER-B3. we wanted to model this behavior so that such knowledge could
be applied more systematically for practical use. As discussed in Section 3.6.
iw. order to model linear evolution. a simple functional form of development
time such as the transformed one-parameter power model
yet) = a. x tPI: (5.2)
can be used. The critical question is how to choose a proper value for the
shape-parameter file'
As pointed out before, the shape of any power curve of the form. in (5.2)
is completely delermined by the value of (l/c. That is. as long as the value of
{3/c does not change. the shape of the curve will remain the same. independent
of lhe vertical or horizontal scale. This implies that if the power model {5.2}
is the basis for modeling evolution behavior, we can use the normalized evolu-
tion plol {instead of individual ones} to find an oplimal fh value. Our method
lor finding an optimal (l/c value is based on least-square errors. Given a nor-
malized evolution plot as shown in Figure 5.2 we can fit various power curves
.
to this plot using Jifferent (11: values. Since each metric considered in this
~r.udy wiE evoke from zero to its final value. all power curves fitted to the nor-
malized plot are forced to go through the origin and the final point. These
two points correspond lo lhe lower lefl-hand corner and the upper right-hand
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::orner on the plot. For each power curve fitted this way, we compute the nor~
malized Toot-Tnean-squaTe-erroT, rmse, as defined in Section 5.1.2. The PI:
value that yields the least rmse is considered the optimal PI: value that best
charactE:!rizes the evolution of the given metric. in terms of the least-square-
error criterion.
Using this method. power curves with {1t;. values varying from. 7 to 1.39
with an increment of .01 were fitted to the normalized size evolution plots and
the corresponding rmse values were calculated. 10 The optimal PI: value for
the plot in Figure 5.2 is .94 with rmse = .11. The optimal (11: value for the plot
in Figure 5.3 is .96 with rmse = .13. This means that the size evolution of the
SUMMER-83-1 programs can be best modeled by a power curve
SCt) = a x t·94 (5.3)
and the size evolution of the SUMMER-83-2 programs can be best modeled by
a power curve
SCt) = a x t· ga (5.4)
with small variation. Figures C.3 and C.4 contain the normalized size evolu-
tion plots of SUMMER-83-1 and SUMMER-83-Z with their optimal power curves
superimposed for comparison. Since .94 and .96 are so close to 1.00, these
findings also suggest that under the incremental development strategy, pro-
gram size evolves linearly with development time.
S. T~ese ..wo boundary values were determined simply cased on t.he observation :hat the
'-:est-fit. pOIYer curve should ce close t.o linear. Therefore the optimal fJl: value shouid be ciose
to 1.00.
10. That is, fJl: = .70, .71, .72, .... 1.30.
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5.2 VAR evolution
Hypothesis concerning VAR evolution. As discussed in SecUon 3.4,
under the "top-down data-structure-first" development strategy. the metric
!JAR is conjectured to have a concave-down evolution. That is, it should reach
its near-tlnal value very quickly at an early stage. As in the previous sections,
we ...rUl e:'{amine both individual and normalized evolution data of VAR to vali-
date our hypothesis.
Individual VAR evolution. The VAR evolution plots of all SUMMER-83 pro-
grams are contained in [WANG84b]. Only those that are mentioned in this
chapter are included in Appendix D. Most of these VAR evolution patterns
appear to be concave-down. Two examples are shown in Figures D.l and D.2.
Two exceptional cases worth mentioning are shown in Figure D.3 (where the
subject did not follow the experimental rules), and Figure D.4 (where the sub-
ject l"!1ade a drastic change at a late stage which caused a sudden drop in the
VAH count between the ninth and tenth milestones),
Normalized VAR evolution. Normalized plots of VAR evolution are shown
tn Figure 5.4 for SUMMER-83-1 and Figure 5.5 for SUMMER-83-2. Although the
data still contain::; considerable scatter. by and large. the overall trend of VAR
evolution appears to be concave-down.
rdean behavior ot VAR evolution. The moving average plots of order 20
genera~~-~' from Figures 5.4 and 5.5 are contained in Figures E.l and E.2.
The:::,: two plots suggest that the mean behavior of VAR evolution of all pro-
grams we observed '.n SU~\[MER-83 appears to be concave-down.
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Modeling VAR evolution. Using the modeling method introduced in Sec-
tion 5.1. we round that the VAH evolution can be best modeled by a concave-
down power curve
VAR(t) = a X t· 19
:rith nnse ;;;: .11 for SUMMER-B3-1. or
VAR(t) = a x t· 2O
(5.5)
(5.6)
with Tmse = .21 for SUMMER-B3-2. Figures E.3 and E.4 contain the normalized
VAR evolution plots for SUMMER-83-1 and SUMMER-83-2 with their optimal
power curves .::uperimposed for comparison. These findings suggest that
und.er the "top-down data-structure-first" development strategy, the metric
VAR evol'/es in a concave-down marmer.
5.3 1J2 evolution
Hypothesis concerning 712 evolution. As discussed in Section 3.4. under
~he "top-down data-structure-first" development strategy, the metric 1]2 is
also conjectured to have a concave-down evolution pattern. That is. it sh,ould
:-each its near-final value very quickly at an early stage. M in the previous
sect.ions. we will examine both individual and normalized evolution data of 772
. I) validate our hypothesis.
lo.dividual 712 evolution. The 712 evolution plots of all SUMMER-83 pro-
grams are contained in [WANG84b]. Dnl}' those that are mentioned in this
,;;;'c.?t.er are included in Appendi.x F. :\-fost of the '7/2 evolution pattern.s seem to
be ~Qnca'Je.down. Two examples are shown in Figures F.l and F.2.
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Normalized 7/2 evolution. )J'ormalized plots of 1]2 evolution are sho'\'lT1 in
Figure 5.6 for SUMMER-B3-1 and Figure 5.7 for SUMMER-83-2.
Mean behavior of 112 Evolution. The plots of moving average of order 20
generated from Figures 5.6 and 5.7 are contained in Figures G.! and G.2.
Modeling '1']2 evolution. Using the modeling method introduced in Section
5.1.6. we found that the 7]2 evolution can be best modeled by a concave-down
power C'.1rve
712 (t) = a x t·:38
wi.th rmse = .11 for SUMMER-83-1. or
1]2 (t) = a x t,6B
(5.7)
(5.8)
with rmse = .16 for SUMMER-83-2. Figures G.3 and G.4 contain the normal-
ized 1]2 evolution plots for SUMMER-B3-1 and SUMMER-83-2 with their optimal
power curves superimposed for comparison. These results suggest that
under ttJe "top-down data-structurE-first"~development strategy, 7/2 evolution
is somewhat concave-down but does not appear to be as concave-down as we
had expected. Also, note that there is more variability between SUMMER-83-1
and SCMMER-83-2 values (Le...38 V5•• 68) than we found wi.th either S or VAH.
5.4 Summary of ModeJ.i.ng Metric Evolution
In the preceding sections, we have observed that VAR. 7/2. and S evolu-
tion can be modeled using power curves of the form
y(t) = a x t' (5.9)
with appropriate {3 values for different metrics and data sets. The {3 values
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Normalized 112 Evolution Plot (SUMMER-B3-2)
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Table 5.2
Summary of {J Values for Metric Evolution
I #subjects II {JVAR I fJs ! {3772 iI Set
, ,
SUMMER-63-! 44 .19 .94 i 36 I
, ,
SUMMER-63-2 44 .20
.96 I .66 I
The following observations summarize the results of this analysis:
(1) The values of (3vAR for SUMMER-B3-1 and SUMMER-83-2 are almost the
same, approximately equal to .20. This suggests that if the "top-down
data-structure-first" strategy is properly enforced during program
development. the average evolution behavior of VAR will be concave-
down.
(2) The values of fJs for 8UMMER-83-1 and SUMMER-83-2 are almost the
same. approximately equal to .95. This implies that if the "incremental"
strategy is properly enforced during program development. the average
evolution behavior of S will be linear,ll In addition. the first observation
together with this observation suggests that the average evolution
behavior of a metric (such as VAR or S) will significantly depend upon
the development strategy that is being enforced.
(3) For the same data set. {3I'AR < {J"I2' This suggests that under the "top·
down data-structure-first" development strategy, the average evolution
behavior of VAH will be more concave-down than that of T}2. This result
·.:lonfirms our speculation mentioned in Section 2.4.4 that using the ·'top-
down data-structured-fust" strategy, most VAil' wi.ll be created early and
11, ,t is considered linear since .95 is so close ,"0 LOa,
the remaining portion of TJ2 will be added after the design stage.
(4) The values of {3"l~ for SUMMER-B3-1 and SUMMER-83-2 are drastically
different (.38 versus .68). This means that the average evolution
behavior of 772 for SUMMER-B3-2 is considerably less concave-down than
that for SUMMER-83-1. One reason for this is because VAR constituted a
smaller portion of TJ2 for SUMMER-B3-2. On average VAR accounted for
only 36% of TJ2 for SUMMER-83-2. For SUMMER-83-1. this figure is 57%.
Thus. although most VAR were created at an early stage for Sl!1DA:ER-83-
2. only a relatively small portion of TJ2 was created at the same time.
This result suggests that the average evolution behavior of a metric such
as 772 will depend upon both the development strategy and the type of the
program.
In summary. based on the evolution behavior of VAR. 772. and S we
observed in the SUMMER-83 experiment. we conclude that metric evolution is
not a random process. The factors that contributed to the variation of this
process include individual differences. development strategies. and program
Lypes. for the two metrics Sand VAR. the average evolution behavior
depends upon the development strategy that is being enforced. For the
metric 112. the average evolution behavior depends upon both the develop-
ment strategy and the type of the program.
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CHAPTER 6
EARLY ESITMATION OF SIZE AND EFFORT
In Chapter 3 we presented a size and effort estUnation model based on
metric evolution. In this chapter this model will be evaluated in terms of its
ability to predict the actual program size and actual development time. We
begin by describing the estimation procedure defined in this model.
6.1 Estimation Procedure
As discussed in Chapter 3 our estimation model is based on the evolution
of a size metric such as S or N and a size-related metric such as VAR or 7J2. 1
Iil Chapter 4 it was shown that VAR was the most consistent and reliable size-
related metric with respect to the size metric S. As a consequence, in this
chapter we only present the results we obtained based on S and VAR. Let us
assume that S evolution can be modeled by a power curve of the form
S(t)=axt~S
and VAR evolution can be modeled by a power curve of the same form
(6.1)
(6.2)
1. ?emem be:- ~hat. S is program si.2e in ~OC. N is ~he ::lUm":le!' of :okens. YAH:5 tile :1um":le!' of
·.mique variabies. lind TJ2 15 tile ::lumber of '.Ullque ope!'a."1ds.
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where f3s and f3r:4.R are 1.00 and .20, respectively. Furthermore. we assume
tbat there is an appropriate size model available for converting VAH into S.
One example of such a size model is the regression equation (4.4) which is
repeated below:
S (VAR) = 102 + 5.31 VAR (6.3)
This estimation procedure is illustrated in Figure 6.1. At the two early
points P L and P'Z we obtain early measures of Sand VAH for a program. When
these two measures of S are plotted against the development time, we obtain
the two measured points S I and 52. For the two measured values of VAH. we
first convert them into S using Eq. (6.3). When the two converled values of S
are plotted against the development time, we obtain the two measured points
VI and V2• With these notations defined. the estimation procedure can now be
described in three steps:
(1) Fit the S evolution model (6.1) to early points £1 and £2 (we call this
"early curve fitting"). The fitted curve (solid one) represents the
predicted S evolution behavior.
(2) Similarly. fit the ~M evolution model (6.2) to early points VI and V
2
• The
filted curve (dashed one) represents lhe predicted evolution behavior of
converted S using VAH.
(3) The two predicted curves intersect at point Q.2 The vertical coordinate of
Qcorresponds to t~e predicted size, denoted as S(VAR).3 and its horizon-
t.<.J coordinate corresponds to the predicted eliort. designated as E(VAR).
2. :.. can easiiy ::e sao1Y1l ..hat. :nese t.7fO curves aiways inte::-sect at a :ate, :;:oL'l" Q as :lius-
:ra:~(j m ?;sUTtl 6.1-
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Early Size and Effort Estimation
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S(VAR) and E(VAH) obtained in step (3) will be referred to as the model-
estimated size and effort. They will be compared with the actual program
size and ac.tual development time later.
From the estimation procedure outlined above, it should be apparent
that there are three potential sources of errors when applying this pro-
cedure:
(1) Early curve-filting errors introduced in step (1) in predicting the evolu~
tion behavior of.S.
(2) Size estimation errors introduced in step (2) in converting VAH into S.
(3) Early curve-fitting errors introduced in step (2) in predicting the evolu-
tion behavior of converted S.
It should be pointed out that errors from these three sources may rein-
force or cancel one another with regards to the final estimation errors for
size and etrort.4 As mentioned in Section 3.4, this estimation method assumes
the existence of an accurate size model for converting VAR into S. Thus. if
the size model used to convert VAR into S produces some errors, the estima-
tion results using this procedure will definitely be confounded by these
errors. Therefore our estimation model will first be evaluated without being
confounded by the errors caused by the size model. That is. we assume that a
perfect size model is available such that VAR can be converted into S pre-
dsely.5
4. '::!.is point will be discussed again in Section 6.3 aiter all ~e estinu:.tion ::-esu.i..s are
~!'esem.ed.
5. ?or eae:"1 program in our analysis. WP. simpiy rr..ui..:pjied :":'"1e evoiUtiona::'y counts of VAR::y
"_1.e ;-e.tio ::et7ree::l tne fir..al S count and ..~e:inai ~~R cou.,t of ,nat ?::-ofl'c:::n. :.., :i.:s wey ::te
jna; 5- "':O\.L·u will :natcn exacdy WIth L':le conve~ed fulc.i S count. :::"1US we nad a ;::e::-:ec" Slze
:r.ociei.
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6.2 Estimation using a Perfect Size Model
In this section. we will evaluate our estimation model under the assump-
tion of a perfect size model using the first set of data gathered in the
SUMMER-S3 experiment. Under this assumption. in order to apply our esti-
mation procedure. appropriate values for f1s and {JVAR are needed. As dis-
cussed-in Section 3.6.2. these parameter values could be derived from histori-
cal data m which the same development strategies were used. Since there
was no such historical data for SUMMER-B3. the {1 values which characterized
~.he average evolution behavior of S and VAH in SUMMER-S3 were used as a
starting point.
6.2.1 E3ti.m.ation using Initial f1s and fJvAR
From our previous analysis of the metric evolution data. the average evo-
lution behavior of VAR in SUMMER-B3-1 and SUMMER-B3-2 was best character-
ized by
(6.4)
with (3VAR = .19 and .20. respectively. The average evolution behavior of S in
SUMMER-83-1 and SUMMER-83-2 was best characterized by
(6.5)
with (3s = .94 and .96. respectively. Thus, using (6A) and (6.5), the estimation
procedure described in the preceding section was applied to the early metric
evolution data6 collected for SUMMER-B3-1 and SUMMER-B3-2, and the model
estimates of size and effort were generated accordingly. Table 6.1
6. rhat. is. :..he data p,athe::-ed a~ ::te end oi :.i.e det.8.l1ed desiRD stage.
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summarizes the size estimation results. Table 6.2 summarizes the effort esti-
mation results. As mentioned before. the model estimates of size and effort
are denoted as S(VAR) and E(VAR). The results of the early subjective esti-
mates? of size and effort. designated as S(PGlJR) and E(PGlJR), are also
included in the tables for comparison purposes.
Table 6.1
Size Estimation using Perfect Size Model
IProgram IPVAR I Ps i estimate I MRE I PRED(.25) RE
, ,
j I , ,1 I .19 .94
I
S(PGMR)
.23 57% I +.02 !
I S(VAR) .16 77% i -.02,






As shown in Table 6.1. the performance of the model-estimated size
B( VAl?) for both SUMMER-B3-1 and SUMMER-83-2 seems to be quite satisfac-
tory: 77% of the estimates in SUMMER-83-1 and 66% of the estimates in
SUMMER-83-2 are within 25% of their actual values. They are both better than
the SUbjective size estimates.
Table 6.2 shows that the subjective etIort estimates E(PGMR) made by
the subjects themselves in SUMMER-83-1 overestimated the actual effort by
35% on average. From the post-experimental interviews, we know that one
reason for this striking result was because most of the subjects in SU:MMER-
33-1 felt that it was "safer" to overestimate the effort than to underestimate
7. ~:"oJ.t is, :...e e3tirr..i:tes made oy t.'J.e sucjects et :~e e~d of :h.e deSlg~ stage.
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Table 6.2
Effort Estimation using Perfect Size Model
-.52,30%.68I E(VAR)
, , I , ,I
: PRED(.25), Program , fJVAR I Ps ! estimate I MRE ! RE, ,
,
i I I E(PGMR)
-.35 :i 1 ! .19 .94 .42 57%,
i I ;I E(VAR) ,.51 I 41% -.42!I ,, ,
! E(PGMR) I !
,
iI 2 .20 .96
.86 9%




:t (i.e., "play-it-safe" estimation strategy). They thought they would have
been more "embarrassed" if they had underestimated the effort. This
phenonHmon of overestimation of effort was more conspicuous in SU?JfMER-
83-2 where the subjective effort estimates consistently overestimated the
actual etfort by 85%. as indicated in the third row of Table 6.2. In addition to
the "play-it-safe" estimation strategy. another reason for the subjects to have
drastically overestimated the actual effort was that when they first read the
specifications for SUMMER-83-2 (a translator for a database query language),
it appeared to be a very ditIicult program. They did not realize that this pro-
gram was not as ditIicult as they expected until midway through the construc-
tion process. This "miscalculation" was also reflected by the overestimation
of program size of SUMMER-83-2 as shown in the third row of Table 6.1.
Based on lhese findings. we conclude that the subjective etIort estimates
for SWv[MER~83-1 and SUMMER-83-2 and the subjective size estimates for
3U}lMER-G3~2 are not impressive. This is consistent with our concept that
size and effQrt estimation is indeed a difficult problem, even for small pro-
grams.
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As shown in Table 6.2, the perfonnance of the model-estimated effort
K(VAR) did not appear to be satisfactory either. However, i(VAR) was not
much worse than E(PG1JR) for SUMMER-83-! and E(VAR) was a little better
,han E(PG/JR) for SUMMER-83-2.
6.2.2 Adjusting fls and {lYAR tor Better Prediction
A~ described before. the size and el'Iort estimation results using a per-
:ect size model depend upon two parameters: Ps and {1vAR. Our finding that
~he size estimation results were satisfactory implies that the values of {JVAR
(.19 and .20) used in the estimation procedure was quite appropriate. On the
other band. in order to see how the effort estimation results change when
different values of {is are used. a sensitivity analysisBwas condueted.
It should be clear that for a given set of data and a given (JVAR, the effort
~stimation results using our estimation procedure will only depend upon the
value of (Js used for the early curve-fitting. Thus we fixed (JVAR at .19. Then
,ve ·...aried fJs from .50 to 1.59 with an increment of ,10. The results of the
~tIort and size estimations for SUMMER-83-1 derived in this manner are sum-
narized in Table 6.3. 10 Since lJRE can adequately represent the performance
:Jf an estimation. it was chosen to be the performance indicator.
As shown in the I.'irst row of Table 6.3. when the value of {Js increased
from .5 to 1.5. the },{RE of the size estimation dropped from. 72 to .17. and
then remained in the range from .15 to .17. Therefore the size estimation
~. !:Ie ':lUTtlose of a se::lSitivity analysis is to study t.r"e etrect of cha.nges :n model ~ararr:ete~
:aiues ~n the model resuits. Tha.t is. it. i:lvestigates how sensitive t.1.e model ~esu.i~ Il.!'e with.
~::::;::ec" to the c!l.<;nges L"1 .?aremeter values.
'-. ::-:'llS ran/3e comabs .94 e.pproximate!y in t..-''Ie middle.
10. Since ::te 'e:ru.i.ts of ,ne sensitivity analysis :'or SUM:l.IER-B3-2 we:-e ::le~:y ident.:caj :0
:lose :'or S:':MMER-83-1, oniy t.1.e ~esu.its for SUMMER-B3-1 are snown.
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Table 6.3
Sensitivity Analysis of Ps with PVAR=.19 (SUMMER-83-1)




, ,i MRE: S(VAR) I ! ,.72 .40 .26 .19 ,17
.15 .15 .15 ! .15 .15
.16 i, , I
,
i I , II!.IRE: E(VAR) , !26. 7.7 2.7 1.3 ,65
.38 .28 I .26 .28 , .32 .37 !I , ,, I , ,
.esults were not sensitive to f3s between .9 and 1.5 wben f3~~ was held at .19.
On the other hand. as shown in the second rDW of Table 6.3, when the value of
.Bs increased from .5 to 1.5. lJRE of the effort estimation decreased from
26.22 to .26 and then increased to .37 with the lowest value occurring when
;35 =1.2. This means that although the average evolution behavior of S in
'SUMMER-S3-1 was best characterized by the power curve with {1s = .94. the
optimal value of f3s which could be used for early effort estimation was larger
than .94 (i.e .. 1.2).
There are two reasons for this. First of all. the power curve with f3s = .94
only represented the average evolution behavior of S in SUMMER-83-L There
were some substantial variations. For some programs, larger f3s v-alues were
more appropriate. Secondly, although there were quite a few programs in
SUMMER-83-1 for which the best-fit f3s values were close to .94. the model-
estimated effort for these programs overestimated the actual effort consider-
ably. This was because the S for these programs often evolved slower than
linearly early in the development process. Based on our analysis, we con-
chlded that a f3s value larger than .94 was needed for the early curve~fitting of
S e':.'olution. From our sensitivity analysis, the best value seemed to be 1.2.
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In order to see how the estimation results of size and effort changed with
the values of both f3s and f3YAR' a sensitivity analysis on both of them was also
conducted. The follOWing observations summarize the results of this analysis.
(l)" For the size estimation results. as long as f3VAR was between .15 and .20,
MRE'5..18 when (15 varied from .9 to 1.5. This suggests that the size esti-
mation results were not sensitive to a change in f3s.
(2) For effort estimation. when f3VAR was between .15 and .20 and f3s was
betw"een 1.1 and 1.2. lrlRE:5..28.
(3) (1) and (2) together show that when fJVAR was between .15 and .20 and f3s
was between 1.1 and 1.2. IdREs.16 for the size estimates fJREs.28 for
the e.tIort estimates. Thus. the round numbers ,20 and 1.2 were selected
for {JYAR and f3s respectively in our later analysis.
6.2.3 Estimation using Adjustedf3YAR and{Js
Having determined appropriate values for f3vAR and f3sl we applied the
estimation procedure to SUMiI!ER-83 data again. The estimation results of the
model-estimated size with ,BvAR=.20 and fJs~ 1.20 using the perfect size equa-
tion are shown in Table 6.4. For both SUMMER~83-1 and SUMMER-83-2. the
model estimates of size were significantly better than the subjective esti-
mates of size at Cl'.<.10. The fJRE protlles for the two sets of size estimates
are contained in Figure 6.2 for SUMMER-83-1 and in Figure 6.3 for SUMMER-
83-2.
Tilt: e~timation results for model-estimated effort are shown in Table 6.5.
For both SUMMER-83-1 and SUMMER-!33-2, the model estimates of effort were











































































































~iz~ Estimation using Perfect Size ModeJ (SUMMER-83-2)
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Table 6.4
Size Estimation using Perfect Size Model (PvAR=.20, Ps=1.20)
,I I
--'-'!i L~mglI Program I estimate illJRE i PRED(.25) ! RE
! S(VAR) [1. 14 J
,
'I I1 , 84% j
+06 II 1 ,I
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profiles for these two sets of etIort estimates are contained in Figure 6.4 for
SU1fMER-83-1 and in Figure 6.5 for SUMMER-83-2.
Table 6.5
Effort Estimation using Perfect Size Model (PvAR=.20, Ps=1.20)
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6.3 Esti!:!::tation using the lmperfect Size Model
In the preceding section. we have shown that using a per/ect size model,
the madel estimates outperformed the subjective estimates. A per/ect size
moc:.el can' i_dered in Our study is one that can convert the value of VAR of a


























































































Effort Estimation using Perfect Size Model (SUMMER-B3-2)
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apr1rfe-::: size model will not be available. Only some imperfect size model will
exist. V,'hen VAH is converted into S using an imperfe-::t size model, a certain
amount of error may be produced. Therefore it is expected that when our
est.imation model is applied using an imperfect size modeL the results could
be worse.
The imperfect size model we used was the regression equation (6.3) esta-
blished for converting VAH into S. This equation is repeated below
S (VAR) 102 + 5.31 VAR (6.6)
lt should be pointed out that if the conversion formula does not contain any
constant term. the evolution of the converted S will be exactly the same as
that of the original VAR. However. if a (positive) constant term is included.
the "converted" evolution will be more concave-down than the original evolu-
tion.
11
The ditIerence between the two depends on the magnitude of the con-
stant term. Since the conversion formula in (6.6) contains a constant term.
the converted S evolution was therefore slightly more concave-down than the
original VAH evolution. From previous analysis, the FAR evolution in
SUM1fER-83-1 and SUMMER-83-2 can be best modeled by a concave-down
power curve
VAR {t)::; a; x t·20 (6.7)
When the same analysis procedure was applied to the evolution of the con-
verted 5. we found that the converted S in SUMMER-83-1 and SU'1L\!ER-83-2
II. :0:- ~;r;::l.:r.:o:e, su'Or.ose we ::tave a concave·down VAH evojUt~on, wi::"} VAH = O. ::l0, ::15. 40,
";;5. ::...-:c.1 00 ole ":,;r..e ,; "0, 1. 2. 3, 4. and 5. Assume ~·AR a~e CO::lve!':ed :::1l0 S :lSL'g :::te Slze
:node]: 5"rl-~I.?l = 100 + .2 x ~M. ~he::l :::te conve~ed S evoiuuQtl Witn S = 0, 160, 170, IBO.
190, a.'ld 2GO will oe more concave-down :.':1an t.;'e oT:Cl.'al VAR evOiUtlOtl.
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can be best modeled by a concave-down power curve
VAR (t) ~ a x t· IO (6.8)
That is, the power value changed slightly from .20 to .15.
The size estimation results with ,8vAR=.15 and I1s=1.20 using the imper-
f~ct size model (6.7) are shown in Table 6.6. The previous results of model~
estimated size using a perfect size model are also included in the table
(.Ligures in parentheses) for comparison. For SUMMER~83-1. the model-
estimated size was not significantly better than the programmer-estimated
size. However, for SUMMER-83-2, the model-estimated Size remained
3ignificantly better than the programmer-estimated size at a.<.1O. The MRE
profiles for the two sets of effort estimates are contained in Figure 6.6 for
SUMMER-B3-1 u..nd in Figure 6.7 for SUMMER-83-2. These results suggest that
even u.sing the imperfect size model. the model size estilnates were still as
good as or signiflcantly better than the subjective size estimates. That is. as
far as size is concerned. our estimation model seems to be quite robust with
regards to the change from the perfect size model to the more realistic
imperfect size model.
The effort estimation results with ,8vAR=.15 and ,85=1.20 using the imper-
ftc;ct size equation are shown in Table 6.7. Similar to the previous table. the
figures in parentheses correspond to the effort estimation results using a per-
fect size model. For SUMMER-83-1 and SUMMER-83-2. the model-estimated
effort remained significantly better tban the programmer-estimated effort at
a<.lO. 1,1e MRE profiles for the two sets of erIort estimates are contained in
Fi.gure 6.8 for SUMMER-S3-1 and in Figure 6.9 for SUM1fER-83-2. These results
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Table 6.6
Size Estimation using Imperfect Size Mode! (f3vAR =.15. f3s= 1.20)
il ranking:IProg!"am : estimate I' MRE I PRED(.25) I,' RE' ,,
1 i S(VAR) .22 I 68% +.05 ,<Un.
(.14) (84%) (+.08) i




S(VAR) I I2 I .24 61%
, +.00 , 1i




S(PGlJR) I .42 52%
I
-,39 2I
-·rere still significantly better than the subjective etl'ort estimates. That is. as
:ar as etiort is concerned. our estimation model seems to be quite robust with
r~gards to the change from the perfect size model to the imperfect size
model.
Table 6.7
Effort Estimation llsing Imperfect Size Model (,6'vAR=.15. f3s=1.20)





























As we mentioned previously, the SIze and effort estimation results using
the imperfect size model ;vere expected to be worse than those using the per-
feet size model. However. our results showed that this was not the case. The
reason for this can be explained using the graph shown in Figure 6.10. This
graph is similar to the one shown in Figure 6.1. Let us asswne the following:
(1) The lower-right corner (point A) corresponds to the start of the develop-
ment process and the initial program size in LaC (which is 0).
(.2) The upper-left corner (point B) corresponds to the final development
time and the final program size.
(3) The solid curve from A to B represents the predicted evolution behavior
of program size.
(4) The dashed curve from A to Q represents the predicted evolution
behavior of converted size using the perfect size model.
Since the twa curves intersect at Q instead of E. the estimated size (5) and
effort (E) are not exactly equal to the actual size and ellort.
Suppose that the imperfect size model is used and that the converted
size overestirnates the actual size. Then the predicted evolution curve of con-
verled size will be "higher" than the original one as shown by the dotted curve
from A to R. Since R is closer to B than Q is, the size and ellort estimates
using the imperfect size model in this case are even better than those using
the perfect size model. On the ather hand. if the converted size underesti-
mates the actual size. the predicted evolution curve of converted size wiU be
··tower'· ~.. la.n the original one as shown by the dotted curve from ..... to P. Since
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imperfect size mauei are worse than those using the perfect size model. The
above analysis illustrate that the error caused by the ea.rly curve-fitting can
be canceled or reinforced by the error caused by the imperfect size model.
<is we indicated in Section 6.1. This in turn explains why our estimation mode!
are quite robust with regards to the change from the perfect size model to
the imperfect size model.
6.4 Summary
The feasibility of our size and etIort estimation approach based on metric
evolution has been demonstrated by our second experiment. SUMMER-83.
In this experiment. 44 programs for each of two application types
(SUMMER-83-1 and SUMMER-83-2) were constructed using the "top-down
data-structure-first" and "incremental" development strategies. For these
programs. the average VAR evolution behavior was concave-dDwn and the
average S evolution bebavior was linear. At tbe end of tbe design stage. the
early values of Sand VAR along with the corresponding development times
were measured. In addition, VAH was converted into S using a size model
''{hicb was derived from historical data. Based on this information. as well as
properly-chosen parameter values for f1vAR and f1s. the size estimates and
effort estiInates were generated from the predicted evolution behavior of S
and VAR. Our findings suggest that tbe size estimates generated using our
model were as good as or significantly better than the subjective size esti-
mates made by the progr::lmmers. We also found that the effort estimates
generated using cur model were significantly better than the subjective effort
estimat~s.
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6.5 Limitations and Implications
Some may argue that the need for pre-determined parameter values for
PVAR and fls 12 is a weakness of our model. It should be noted that the
u.eYdo~ment strategies used can actually determine initial ranges for these
two parameter values. 13 However. the fine-tuning of these two values may
require some historical data. One may recall that the parameter values .20
and 1.20 for {3YAR and f3s were determined using SUMMER-83-1 data. When our
estimation procedure was applied to SUMMER-83-2 data. exactly the same
values were used. In addition, SUMMER-B3-1 programs and SVMMER-83-2 pro-
grams are different types of prograrns 14 constructed using the same stra-
tegies. Consequently, this demonstrates that the fine-tuning of {1vAR and f3s
values using historical data can work for a new project15 for which the same
development strategies are used.
On the other hand. when there is no historical data available for deter-
mining values for f3YAR and (Js. we suggest that one may still apply this model
in a bootstrapping manner. That is. a theoretically-sound round number can
be used as a starting point for {3VAR or (Js. For example. if the "top-down
data-structUre-first" and "incremental" strategies are followed closely, the
round number 1.2 can be used initially for (3s and the round number 0.2 can
be used initially for (JYAR. Therefore we conclude from our results that for
programs c·.mstructed under the same conditions as those in OUr experiment
12. T:'lat is, PI'AR = .20 and fJs = 1.2.
13. :or e:'iI:"!llpi~, if the "':.up-do\\-n dat.a·st.~J.cr.ure·tirst" strategy js used, :"'':1e :.n:':':w. range :or
tll'tIR can be :rom .10 .0 .30: i! the ":"',crerr..emai." strategy is used. :"'':1e :nh.iai :enge :or Ps can
'::e ::':J:-~ 1.0 to 1.3.
~". :"nat. is. "ce.icuiator" versus "transiator".
15. :"''1. :~:s .;~::;:~, S[nr~IER-83-1 is viewed as historical data and SU~[I,{ER-B3-2is vieweci as :lew
daul..
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Slj}.n..[ER-B3,16 our approach is potentially a useful one for early Slze and
errort esti..mation.
16. ::,ese conditions :ncl"J.de :":'le "J.se of ::'e "':.op-down data-st::-.lc:u:-e-fL""St" and ":':1c:-e:nen-





One important objective of this research was to develop techniques for
estiInating program size at an early point in the development process. 1 The
major results of this size estimation study were discussed in Chapters 2 and 4
and are summarized below.
In Chapter :2 we presented an indirect size estiInation approach based on
Halstead's length equation and early estiInation of 712. This approach was
evaluated using the data gathered from our first prograIIl construction exper-
iment. SUMMER-82. For the 21 Pascal prograIIls constructed in SUMMER-82,
the estimated size using Halstead's length equation underestimated the
actual size by an average of 32%. In addition, our original conjecture that 712
can be estimated well at the end of the design stage was not supported by our
data. The early 712 values were typically only about 42% of the final 712 values.
These results suggested that (a) Halstead's length equation may not be a good
size model for Pascal prograIIls, and (b) the metric 712 may not be appropriate
for early estimation.
1. As mentloned :no Chapter 1. "ne early point considered :..., our study is ';.ne e!ld of :.:"l.e
<il.:!s:ign stage.
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In Chapter 4. the feasibility of our indirect size estimation approach was
demonstrated using the data gathered from our second experiment.
SUMMER-83. The size model used was a simple linear regression model that
approximated program size in LOC as a function of the metric VAH (the
number of unique variables). Regression coefficients were derived using data
independent from that collected in SUMMER-B3. For the 88 programs con-
structed in SUMMER-83, this size model appeared to be more consistent and
reliable than Halstead's length equation. Furthermore. our conjecture that
VAR can be estimated well at the end of the design stage was confirmed by
this SUMMER-B3 experiment. The ea.rly values of VAR were approrimately
80% of the final values. As a consequence, the indirect size estimates based
on this new size model and ea.rly estimation of VAR were as good as or
significantly better than the subjective estimates made by the programmers.
The average relative error of this indirect size estimation was approximately
22%. These results suggest that (a) we have found a better size model for Pas-
cal programs than Halstead's length equation. and (b) the metric VAR is
easier to estimate ea.rly than '712.
Based on our results we believe that the early estimation of program size
can be improved at the end of the design stage. The applicability of our
approach binges upon two factors: (a) the availability of a good size model for
converting VAR into program size. and (b) the feasibility of the "top-down
data-structure-first" development strategy. For any organization. a good size
model based on regression can be obtained using historical data from pro-
grams written in the same language within the organization. Top-down design
has been widely accepted as a proper design strategy in many situations [see.
for example, ZELK79]' In many application areas. data structure-oriented
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design strategies such as Jackson's methodology [JACK75] and Warnier's
methodology [WARN74] have been widely llsed [PRES82]. Therefore the "top-
down data-structure-first" strategy employed in our study should be feasible
in practice.
While we did nol validate our approach on large-scale projects. 2 we sug-
gest the following· way of applying our approach to these projects. A large
project usually consists of many small components. The size of the project is
simply the swn of the sizes of all individual components.3 Thus. for a Large
project. if each component is developed using the same strategy as described
in our study, the total project size can then be estimated by the sum of the
estimated sizes of each individual component.
In spite of some encouraging findings in our size estim.ation study, cau-
tion must be taken in the application of these results. For instance, our size
estim.ation approach was applied to the end instead of the beginning of the
design stage. Therefore our results may not be directly applicable to "early"
estimation before the design stage. According to Boehm [BOEH84]. "there is
no royal road to software sizing" if it is done without a thorough understand~
ing of the nature of the software product ~o be developed. Our approach
requires an early understanding of the overall structure and the data struc-
tures in the program by the end of the design stage. Furthermore. it is well
known that there may exist a wide range of design approaches for a given
specification, thus leading to a wide range of sizes [BOEH84]. This was indeed
the case for our SUMMER-83 experiment. Remember that the 88 programs
2. :'hat :s. tilose projects tha:. :.ake momhs or years, ::-athe::- ..han days or weeks :'0 corr..p~ete.
3. This is diffe!'em :'rom :he projec: effort winch :"'''lcl:.1des t..~e effor.: :or :...dividuol com-
ponents ?ius the effort :'or :.he l..'1te!'!aCL"lg activiues among :.he components.
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employed in the SUMMER-83 experiment consisted of 44 programs written
from one specification and another 44 programs written from another
specification. As previously shown in Table 3.1. we observed a size range ot 1
to 3.5 for programs written from the same specification. However, the early
estimates in our study were obtained at the end of the design stage and
specific design decisions are generally known at this point. This probably
explains why our approach worked for programs written from the same
specification: we got our estimates at a late-enough point that most critical
design decisions had been made.
As discussed in Chapter 2, Albrecht's approach to early size estimation is
based on the "function points" derived from program specifications. Let us
assume that Albrecht's approach had been applied to the end of the
specification stage in our SUMMER-83 experiment. Since the 44 programs in
either SUMMER-83-1 or SUMMER-83-2 were written from the same
specification, Albrecht's approach would have produced only one single size
estimate for all programs in SUMMER-83-! or in SUMMER-83-2. Due to the size
range of 1 to 3.5 observed for all programs in SUMMER-83-1 and in SUMMER-
83-2, the relative error for this size estimate could. have been 250% or more.
On the other hand, when our size estimation approach was applied to the end
of the design stage. the 1J.RE (the average magnitude of relative error) of the
estimates it produced was less than 25% as previously shown in Tables 4.5 and
6.6. This suggests that as software development progresses from the
specification stage to the design stage, size estimation can be improved
significantly based on the early measurement of the unique variable count
VAR during the design stage.
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Another focus of this research was the study of metric evolution. The
basic ideas of our metric evolution study were presented in Chapter 3. The
major findings were discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 and are summarized below.
In Chapter 5. we observed that for the 88 programs constructed using
the incremental strategy, the average evolution behavior of program size
appeared to be linear. The average evolution behavior of both VAR and 7]2
appeared to be concave-down under the "top-down dala-structure-first" stra-
tegy, with VAR evolution more concave-down than 712 evolution. These results
suggest that metric evolution does not have to be a random process. There
are some factors that significantly affect this process. We have identified one
such factor: i.e., the factor of development strategy.
In Chapter 6, the size and efIort estimation model presented in Chapter 3
was evaluated on the basis of its ability to predict the actual program size
and actual development time. This model was based on the linear evolution of
program size and the concave-down evolution of size-related metrics under
the incremental and the ·'top-down data-structure-first" development stra-
tegies. By properly choosing model parameter values, the size and effort esti-
mates produced by this method were signi./icantly more accurate than the
subjective estimates of size and effort. We suggest that the model parameter
values can be determined based on the development strategies employed.
Although we demonstrated the feasibility of our size/effort prediction
approach based on metric evolution, the application of the effort estimation
results to large projects may be quite limited. As mentioned above, project
effort includes the effort for individual project components in addition to the
effort for the interaction activities among the components. The effort for
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individual components do not account for the total effort. 'However, the abil-
ity to predict the effort involved in producing each component4 should be an
important contribution to predicting the total etiorl. Eased on the argu-
menls described above. we consider that our size estimation results are prob-
ably more generalizable than our effort estimation results in a professional
programming environment.
Another interesting finding in our metric evolution study concerns the
subjects' reactions to the two development strategies used in our S'UMMER-83
experiment. From the post-experimental questionnaire results. we found
that a substantial percentage (85%) of the subjects were in favor of using
these two strategies. 5 Some remarks made by the subjects concerning these
two strategies are listed below:
(1) Top-down design strategy:
"It forr:es the programmer to think ahead."
"It helps prevent major redesign of the program further along in the
development sinr:e the programmer has thought ahead."
(2) Incremental strategy:
.. When an error is enr:ountered. 'it becomes easier to /:rack down and. fix it
since there are fewer places to look for the error (because other parts of
the code have been tested)."
"It seems to me this is the only way to write a big program."
"For a program that is large and complicated, the effectiveness of using
the incremental strategy will be more appreciated."
4. This is potentially acmevabie !.!Sing our eBon prediction method.
5. The 857. :igure inciudes all t:te subjects who were ::lOt opposed to these tWO S;;::'Qtcg!es.
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individual components do not account for the total effort. nowever, the abil-
ity to predict the effort involved in producing each component4 should be an
important contribution to predicting the total effort. Eased on the argu-
ments described above, we consider that our size estimation results are prob-
ably more generalizable than our effort estimation results in a professional
prograIllming environment.
Another interesting finding in our metric evolution study concerns the
subjects' reactions to the two development strategies used in our SU),{MER-!)3
experiment. From the post-experimental questionnaire results, we found
that a substantial percentage (85%) of the subjects were in favor of using
these two strategies. 5 Some remarks made by the subjects concerning these
two strategies are listed below:
(1) Top-down design strategy:
"It forces the programmer to think ahead."
"It helps prevent major redesign of the program further along in the
development since tlu! programmer has thought ahead. II
(2) Incremental strategy:
II When an error is encountered. it becomes easier to tTack down cmd fix it
since there are fewer pLaces to look for the error (because other parts of
ths code have been tested)."
"It seems to me this is the only way to write a big program."
., For a program ~hat is Large and complicated, the effectiveness of using
the ?:ncrementaL strategy will be more appreciated."
4. Txs is ?otemially achievaole using our effort ?redioction metilod.
5. T~e 857. Sgure inciudes ail ..he suojects who were ::lOt opposed ,0 these !.wo st.:-ategies.
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Since we found that size and etIort esliInations were aided by these two
development strategies and since it is easier to get programmers to use stra-
tegies they like, it was encouraging to find that these two development stra-
tegies were in general favored by the subjects in the experiment.
While some progress has been made by this research in the study of size
estimation and metric evolution. a great deal remains to be done. Some
suggestions are given below.
In terms or the size estimation study, more controlled experiments
:.nvolving larger programs (e.g .. approximately 1000 to 5000 LOC) and a wider
range of applications are detlnitely needed to confirm our findings. In addi-
tion. size-related metTies other than VAR and 172 should be investigated. Pos-
sible candidates include control-structure metrics and data-flow metrics. The
associated development strategies that encourage the early development of
these size-related metrics should also be explored. As far as the metric evo-
lution study is concerned. the evolution behavior of metries other than VAR,
'112, S, and N under other development strategies should be examined.
The long-term goal of our research is to develop techniques to improve
software effort estimation. Among those factors influencing software effort.
size is not only a dominant one but also the one that is the most difficult to
estimate at an early stage. Thus. the establishment of a method that aims at
more accurate size estimation is definitely essential for developing a tech-
nique for better effort estimation. This thesis has presented such a size esti-
mation method. Our method provides an objective and algorithmic way to
forecast the final size of the program based on the early measurement of cer-
tain me tries at the end of the design stage.
148
This research has successfully shown that certain metrics can be meas-
ured at the end of the design stage and can provide valuable information for
more accurate size estimation to support subsequent project planning. We
intend to continue this research and hope our techniques and results will
stimulate others to pursue these difficult problems as we make progress
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NoN:i:neru Size Evolution (Example 2)
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start. NORMALIZED DEVELOPMENT TIME
Figure C.3





































































































VAR Evolution (Exceptional Case 2)
AppendixE:



























































































































9~art NORMALIZED DEVELOPMENT TIME finish
Figure E.3
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st.ar"t NORMALIZED DEVELOPMENT TIME
Figure G.3





































Superimposed TJ2 Evolution Plot (SUMMER-83-2)
AppendixH:
Raw Data of SUMMER-82
187
I
Program. index 1 E S VAR 1),
1 53.8 401 54 85
2 17.9 357 84 124
3 18.7 243 49 76
4 66.8 585 48 71
5 22.8 316 52 91
6 23.4 416 62 110
7 27.9 435 63 96
8 33.5 311 59 136
9 30.7 318 51 82
10 31.0 332 77 128
11 50.1 631 109 146
12 18.0 349 50 128
13 19.0 523 119 159
14 65.0 662 118 150
15 21.9 215 62 121
18 27.1 374 105 143
17 18.2 407 76 112
18 48.8 519 54 86
19 14.2 466 52 167
20 18.7 369 57 84
21 10.4 368 89 183
188
Appendix I:






mdex 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 2.7 4.5 7.0 4.3 2.3 4.4 6.1 5.3 3.6
2 8.7 6.3 9.1 6.1 3.1 5.9 9.5 7.0 5.3
3 16.2 10.0 14.7 13.4 3.9 10.6 15.1 9.1 11.8
4 17.2 13.5 18.0 17.7 8.9 13.1 17.3 12.6 16.4
5 16.5 21.2 21.8 10.9 15.8 24.8 15.6 20.0
6 21.3 27.4 25.6 14.6 18.8 28.8 19.2 24.0
7 23.8 29.0 19.1 21.8 32.8 23.2 28.1
B 34.0 22.3 36.4 27.0 32.3







index 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 7.0 1.7 3.2 1.8 4.0 3.0 3.0 4.1 5.0
2 19.3 1.7 4.3 3.8 4.9 5.8 4.6 6.1 5.8
3 22.4 2.6 9.3 6.0 7.2 9.3 8.0 8.6 6.3
4 25.6 8.1 12.3 11.7 12.4 16.3 10.6 12.8 12.6
5 27.7 11.8 15.6 16.8 15.6 14.1 17.3 15.8
6 16.3 20.1 19.9 19.7 17.3 21.2 19.5
7 21.4 23.8 24.1 20.6 25.7 23.5
8 28.1 25.8 24.5 30.1 26.7







index 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
1 4.6 2.1 2.0 4.0 7.5 2.5 2.5 10.6 2.8
2 7.0 4.1 2.8 5.7 12.6 3.7 6.2 14.6 4.8
3 11.9 7.6 4.1 10.3 19.0 6.8 7.1 18.4 10.8
4 16.9 11.6 6.6 13.8 22.3 12.8 11.4 24.1 14.8
5 21.4 16.5 9.1 16.7 26.9 16.8 16.7 18.3
6 25.6 19.9 13.2 20.5 18.4 22.3






index 26 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
1 4.4 6.1 4.3 2.1 2.3 2.6 2.3 2.0 4.3
2 6.3 6.9 5.6 4.6 3.3 4.6 2.8 4.6 5.2
3 11.3 12.7 9.6 7.3 6.1 8.8 5.5 7.6 6.8
4 14.4 15.6 13.3 9.9 10.0 13.0 6.6 11.3 12.0
5 19.4 18.0 18.4 12.9 13.6 17.6 13.8 15.1 17.3
3 25.6 20.4 15.5 17.0 17.3 16.7 19.6
7 27.7 23.9 15.9 20.8 21.6 21.4






index 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
1 2.1 4.3 4.3 3.4 4.0 2.3 7.1 3.5
2 3.7 6.1 6.8 6.1 5.5 4.3 9.2 7.0
3 6.5 9.8 11.7 13.7 10.5 11.1 13.9 10.0
4 9.6 14.1 14.6 16.7 13.3 1B.7 16.6 13.0
5 12.9 16.2 19.8 22.0 16.3 20.8 23.0 15.0
6 16.5 22.9 23.9 27.7 19.0 24.8 25.6 18.5
7 27.1 32.1 21.6 30.4 29.4 21.5





Program size in WC
Milestone Prog. index
index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 71 73 54 70 32 66 31 57 58
2 183 80 91 99 51 70 56 66 77
3 259 126 220 222 52 214 100 212 230
4 267 182 279 304 153 227 121 258 236
5 230 347 371 258 258 192 316 306
6 309 398 412 382 356 263 380 416
7 344 416 375 419 370 390 456
B 517 385 381 398 472





Program. size in LOC
,
Milestone I Prag. index
index I 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 79 51 83 54 54 48 22 97 58
2 120 51 71 78 63 187 44 118 71
3 273 64 197 126 74 325 61 85 182
4 341 154 204 223 127 551 115 160 268
5 377 231 256 325 253 199 217 345
6 299 345 327 315 271 349 366
7 317 458 342 295 358 400
8 489 350 347 394 488







index 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 27
1 81 65 53 63 55 62 49 300 52
2 94 86 66 77 66 102 115 314 68
3 214 204 69 213 196 329 141 421 221
4 331 254 133 261 297 360 302 464 266
5 354 367 211 343 365 436 366 367
6 433 460 321 441 379 397




Program. size in we
Milestone Frog. index
index 2B 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 3B
1 45 B3 42 29 29 4B 5B 3B 72
2 B3 BB 57 9B 43 B5 102 B1 B3
3 173 211 114 177 73 217 124 B9 1BB
4 2BB 292 224 2B4 171 410 205 127 303
5 335 314 300 35B 239 4B2 307 302 394
B 513 3BO 44B 273 344 321 4B7
7 567 3B5 461 371 532 3BO






index 37 3B 39 40 41 42 43 44
1 BB 92 51 43 4B 59 74 42
2 7B 103 99 79 54 BO B3 B3
3 244 209 230 274 177 2B7 23B 133
4 3B9 423 250 IB5 234 311 370 1B1
5 4B1 440 379 294 23B 3B2 404 21B
6 513 551 516 427 266 567 411 306
7 633 523 249 76B 414 349







Milestone I Frog. index
,
index , 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9I
1 43 36 33 41 22 51 23 36 38
2 62 38 52 47 28 57 37 46 54
3 65 43 55 50 30 59 52 49 68
4 67 44 57 52 39 59 52 52 73
5 43 56 53 44 55 57 50 80
6 44 56 53 50 59 57 52 69
7 46 53 50 60 57 53 69
6 60 50 59 53 92






Milestone ! Prog. index
index I 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18I
1 I 53 45 35 34 45 21 23 48 37I
2 86 44 41 55 48 34 31 68 42
3 97 49 51 55 56 33 40 58 49
4 114 52 52 60 58 41 41 71 56
5 105 53 53 61 69 46 72 59
6 56 56 61 73 46 72 56
7 55 63 74 44 72 60
8 64 76 44 71 65







index 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
1 55 44 38 39 24 20 41 64 32
2 64 55 42 54 33 23 45 64 54
3 65 62 51 60 39 39 51 66 61
4 66 66 55 62 40 39 53 70 65
5 67 68 55 65 45 40 67 67
6 68 68 56 65 70 66






index 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
1 41 43 28 24 20 33 77 27 52
2 53 51 41 52 34 43 95 37 59
3 57 55 42 56 46 45 108 46 61
4 58 53 46 65 50 56 110 55 63
5 62 53 54 66 50 63 113 65 66
6 71 61 68 51 113 68 66
7 72 82 69 59 118 70






index 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
1 43 67 38 19 30 22 44 26
2 52 73 61 44 43 27 59 44
3 56 76 62 53 46 28 70 45
4 60 83 63 46 48 28 72 46
6 62 83 65 43 47 42 77 50
6 62 90 65 47 47 42 79 42
7 89 57 46 48 63 46








~ruEstone I Prog. index
index I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 I 54 39 37 45 26 54 26 43 492 103 41 65 53 33 60 40 53 73
3 110 64 B1 BB 35 B5 57 BO 102
< 112 76 BB 94 B5 B5 57 B3 lOB
5 77 B2 101 75 94 90 B6 119
6 BO 90 103 B5 103 94 90 134
7 B5 103 BB 110 107 95 134
B 115 90 111 95 139







index 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 65 59 43 40 51 26 26 52 41
2 108 58 48 66 53 66 34 74 46
3 137 62 77 75 62 88 44 84 75
4 163 85 81 106 85 112 66 96 97
5 157 98 86 101 109 75 100 101
6 115 96 102 119 83 110 103
7 107 108 118 85 111 110
8 105 122 87 110 125







index 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
1 59 62 44 43 28 27 43 84 37
2 68 76 48 60 37 43 73 94 60
3 86 90 57 92 85 97 79 102 66
4 95 96 71 107 71 106 101 109 97
5 96 97 89 118 80 118 118 110
8 100 99 105 125 120 105






index 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
1 44 52 36 39 23 37 81 32 56
2 57 59 51 74 37 48 101 42 63
3 82 81 70 95 51 77 114 51 85
4 98 83 84 108 80 100 131 70 96
5 98 84 105 109 87 113 148 100 103
6 109 112 112 96 148 98 112
7 109 100 113 118 157 101






index 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
1 47 75 42 24 35 24 55 29
2 56 81 66 50 47 30 74 56
3 92 103 107 95 71 48 98 67
4 97 119 99 74 81 59 106 77
5 106 120 110 78 80 66 127 82
6 108 128 120 88 90 94 131 75
7 128 100 81 100 135 81











index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 1.5 .7 4.0 1.1 .3 .9 2.8 1.9 4.2
2 3.5 1.7 8.0 4.9 1.8 5.4 6.2 3.7 5.7
3 5.3 3.7 10.0 9.3 2.1 5.9 10.6 7.4 8.5
4 8.3 7.6 14.3 13.3 4.2 10.5 14.2 10.6 12.7
5 10.8 10.9 16.3 17.3 6.2 13.0 17.5 13.0 16.5
6 12.3 13.9 21.4 9.2 17.5 21.2
7 15.4 23.0 11.7 21.0 27.4








index 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18
1 1.3 1.7 4.4 1.8 1.7 3.4 3.3 2.7 2.6
2 5.2 4.4 8.4 3.3 2.8 4.9 5.4 3.8 3.3
3 8.0 7.2 12.9 8.1 5.8 8.4 7.5 8.4 3.9
4 11.1 13.5 16.9 8.6 10.2 9.9 13.3 11.1 7.5
5 15.3 21.4 12.6 13.8 11.6 17.3 17.3 9.1





index 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
1 3.1 2.1 1.9 1.1 4.4 2.1 2.3 4.5 4.5
2 4.3 4.4 3.2 2.1 7.1 4.5 3.9 7.8 6.0
3 8.7 10.2 5.7 5.5 11.1 4.6 8.0 11.4 9.5
4 13.5 13.3 8.2 8.8 15.3 7.2 11.9 16.1 14.5
5 9.3 12.1 10.7 14.2 19.9 18.0




index 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
1 2.4 2.3 1.6 1.4 1.0 3.8 1.4 3.2 2.6
2 3.0 3.2 2.3 3.5 4.0 5.9 3.5 4.6 3.3
3 8.3 5.7 5.6 6.2 6.8 9.2 6.3 8.7 8.4
4 11.6 8.7 9.7 10.4 8.2 13.2 9.6 12.6 13.9
5 15.5 13.3 12.0 12.3 15.2
6 19.2 15.0 16.6
7 22.8 19.3
Milestone I P>-og. index
index I 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
1 1.2 1.7 1.9 4.5 4.0 3.2 4.1 1.7
2 2.6 2.8 3.5 6.2 5.5 5.4 5.6 4.7
3 6.3 6.6 6.4 9.8 9.0 8.0 9.4 6.7
4 9.8 10.5 10.3 13.4 11.5 15.2 13.8 12.7
5 10.4 14.0 12.9 16.9 15.5 17.7 16.5 16.7




Program. size in LOC
Milestone I Prog. index
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9mdex
1 47 27 42 39 25 41 26 27 39
2 134 42 51 76 58 79 32 34 43
3 148 70 171 172 57 96 74 124 146
4 203 116 220 187 180 219 100 238 272
5 217 169 271 222 197 300 149 244 424
8 220 215 267 254 406 269
7 233 268 287 490 366






Program size in LOC
Milestone Prog. index
index 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16
1 37 54 47 60 31 69 41 57 36
2 59 67 76 79 46 69 50 54 59
3 169 159 171 226 66 197 125 61 66
4 274 227 256 291 135 299 216 169 170
5 300 266 424 174 320 303 373 192




index 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
1 63 64 43 61 46 70 95 74 56
2 70 102 60 79 65 142 110 90 90
3 176 266 142 177 210 163 245 220 145
4 366 360 175 255 313 296 390 369 296
5 204 344 347 464 392 402
6 270 340 512
20B
Program. size in LaC
Milestone Prog. index
index 2B 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
1 59 69 55 19 27 33 70 54 57
2 67 75 55 104 51 51 9B 79 61
3 144 1B1 131 21B 95 119 274 176 154
4 247 274 272 319 96 239 376 24B 27B
5 364 352 161 524 291
6 355 365 329
7 325 355
Milestone Prog. index
ind..az: 37 3B 39 40 41 42 43 44
1 48 B3 44 72 51 B3 67 26
2 B7 B4 77 B7 49 63 67 59
3 27B 234 194 167 B5 70 219 197
4 344 353 427 2B7 123 37B 340 254
5 342 403 466 359 1B5 3B7 335 416





index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 20 2 15 17 2 14 29 12 20
2 33 13 24 30 23 52 32 14 18
3 33 27 29 31 24 54 39 22 25
4 41 29 29 30 27 64 51 24 26
5 42 28 28 31 31 66 57 24 28
6 43 28 32 31 66 60
7 27 32 32 66 87








index 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 13 3D 12 43 9 40 14 20 32
2 28 40 25 53 17 40 23 31 35
3 32 41 31 59 20 44 3D 35 39
4 36 40 37 66 28 47 34 36 40"
5 36 37 70 43 46 35 39 45




index 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
1 IB 55 24 44 39 24 50 62 52
2 22 71 35 54 44 39 56 70 5B
3 32 60 39 55 4B 41 62 79 60
4 35 85 39 58 55 41 80 95 61
5 39 59 41 B3 71 68




index 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
1 51 19 16 13 6 6 76 17 21
2 52 22 16 26 29 15 90 30 22
3 45 27 16 34 61 15 95 31 25
4 49 28 21 33 62 18 95 33 25
5 46 22 65 96 35
6 50 22 57
7 48 48
Milestone Prog. index
index 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
1 18 43 17 27 53 16 64 13
2 25 51 39 36 17 16 52 24
3 26 65 57 35 20 17 63 28
4 28 75 68 39 20 18 66 32
5 26 80 70 47 20 16 59 34







index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 23 2 18 17 2 17 32 14 26
2 58 15 29 38 25 55 38 17 25
3 104 31 53 77 28 57 46 38 44
4 144 38 64 78 73 84 59 102 73
5 150 56 84 91 87 97 85 104 90
8 151 74 103 88 121 95
7 88 103 95 136 115








index 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 17 52 15 50 12 43 17 25 35
2 37 66 33 60 20 43 26 36 36
3 89 65 55 95 31 64 38 40 43
4 112 103 95 123 62 94 55 65 55
5 106 107 152 103 100 78 110 71




index 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
1 23 69 28 47 41 36 52 63 60
2 27 98 41 56 46 65 60 72 68
3 49 118 93 107 94 75 104 102 102
4 88 140 101 131 133 97 145 160 124
5 108 178 112 186 144 156
6 118 160 167
214
7},
Milestone I Prog. index
index I 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 38
1 54 25 21 18 8 9 82 17 27
2 56 31 21 70 31 17 95 34 29
3 85 54 34 90 91 42 148 75 41
4 98 91 78 106 92 89 146 86 85
5 118 88 114 175 106
6 111 89 144
7 99 130
Milestone Prog. index
index 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
1 18 50 18 31 55 18 71 17
2 28 59 42 42 20 18 83 47
3 90 83 95 82 27 19 108 79
, 108 131 153 106 38 114 131 93
5 106 151 158 123 70 91 131 188




Raw Data of BIG-24
215
Program. index 1 S VAR "J,
1 I 2418 211 413
2 1451 204 451
3 2049 325 588
4 632 84 144
5 1871 234 427
6 502 73 118
7 3395 646 1020
8 2769 297 729
9 1183 236 380
10 1776 223 440
11 2579 475 690
12 713 96 172
13 2247 397 666
14 817 161 369
15 843 133 182
16 1210 186 308
17 1122 161 295
18 690 195 295
19 2035 564 756
20 1108 327 517
21 4572 703 1073
22 1470 255 439
23 2383 483 761
24 3902 743 952
216
AppendixL:
Raw Data of CS-440
217
Program. index I S VAR 7],
1 481 96 135
2 534 90 135
3 515 81 126
4 401 89 106
5 572 86 123
6 615 98 150
7 613 94 139
8 819 96 144
9 744 104 161
10 773 129 173
11 604 107 155
12 537 111 157
13 647 77 135
14 594 138 181
15 584 92 135
16 589 104 146
17 757 109 142
18 643 87 126
19 454 100 140
20 626 86 129
21 627 95 140
22 507 102 150
23 464 74 104
24 588 91 139
25 585 125 165
26 557 87 137
?:7 613 76 111
218
Program index I S VAH '7,
28 533 62 101
29 927 97 124
30 420 66 134
31 676 109 153
32 434 65 130
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